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Outstanding Directing For A Comedy Series
Abbott Elementary
Ava vs. Superintendent
With the school board threatening to pull their funds, Janine and Gregory decide to help Ava with her
presentation; their plan is derailed when a curveball is thrown; Barbara offends Melissa when she doesn't
agree with her blackmail idea.

Matthew A. Cherry, Directed by
Abbott Elementary
Pilot
A group of dedicated, passionate teachers — and a slightly tone-deaf principal — are brought together in a
Philadelphia public school where, despite the odds stacked against them, they are determined to help their
students succeed in life. Though outnumbered and underfunded, they love what they do.

Randall Einhorn, Directed by
Acapulco
Pilot
When he’s hired at Acapulco’s hottest resort, Maximo thinks he’s scored his dream job—but quickly learns
there’s more to it than he thought.

Richard Shepard, Directed by
After Life
Episode 6
An interview with a sick child hits Tony hard. Later, he makes a decision about Lisa's insurance money and
joins his friends at the town fair.

Ricky Gervais, Directed by
The Afterparty
Yasper
Yasper explains how he tried to get Xavier to help him get his music career off the ground. His version of
the events is a toe-tapping musical.

Christopher Miller, Directed by

American Auto
Charity Dinner
The group attends the annual Payne Foundation Fundraising Gala. Katherine suspects her job may be in
jeopardy. Wesley deals with a family rivalry.

Phil Traill, Directed by
American Auto
Commercial
Katherine and the team reshoot a commercial to make it more inclusive of the LGBTQ+ community.

Jeffrey Blitz, Directed by
And Just Like That...
Diwali
Carrie’s giant leap for her future self helps her embrace the past, while Miranda makes a confession to a
shocked Charlotte.

Cynthia Nixon, Directed by
And Just Like That...
Hello It's Me
After discussing how to handle change, Carrie is challenged to be “sexually” open on Che’s podcast,
Miranda has a disastrous first day of school, and Charlotte tries to impress a fellow mom. And then –
another big change no one saw coming.

Michael Patrick King, Directed by
Atlanta
New Jazz
Al and Darius walk around Amsterdam.

Hiro Murai, Directed by
Atypical
Dessert At Olive Garden
Sam deals with a big disappointment, Casey clashes with Elsa over college plans, and a recurring dream
vexes Doug.

Michael Medico, Directed by
Atypical
Magical Bird #2
As Casey reaches a crossroads, she finds herself questioning a lot of things. But in the meantime, she
helps Sam get over a hurdle of his own.

Robia Rashid, Directed by

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Don't F*ck With Grandmas
Grandma and her gal pals band together to take down a scammer targeting the elderly, and Nora suspects
her former fling Margaret is back to her con artist ways.

Andrew McCarthy, Directed by
Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Home
Nora embraces her new life in New Mexico, but a letter from home makes her reevaluate her future;
Grandma deals with loneliness during coronavirus lockdown.

Jordan Kim, Directed by
Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Never Too Old
After a starry-eyed look at her future, Nora trains a new CBD store employee, Grandma's newly diagnosed
perfect bill of health leads to a face-off, and Daniel catches Nora by surprise.

Steven Tsuchida, Directed by
Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Nora Meets Brenda
Nora fears that her maniacal imaginary friend is taking things too far when he helps her plot revenge
against Wally's sweet-natured girlfriend Brenda during a weekend trip to the country.

Bill Benz, Directed by
Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Stop! Nora Time
After getting an MRI during an earthquake, Nora time-travels to the iPod-filled world of 2003, where she
sets out to warn her younger self about the mistakes she's about to make in her life.

Laura Murphy, Directed by
Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens
Tales From The Blackout
Wally, Doug and Nora swap stories of childhood embarrassment, sexual mishaps and bad drug experiences
as they ride out a power outage, and Nora learns something new about her mom.

BD Wong, Directed by
B Positive
Bagels, Billiards, And A Magic Show
On Gina's first day as the new owner of the retirement home, she asks Drew for help getting through to a
short-tempered resident whose wife is sick.

James Widdoes, Directed by

B Positive
A Dishwasher, A Fire And A Remote Control
Gina is pressured by the seniors at Valley Hills to fire the chef; a frustrated Drew blows up at one of his
therapy patients.

Phill Lewis, Directed by
The Baby
The Arrival
After yet another friend makes a surprise pregnancy announcement, a dejected Natasha heads to a remote
cabin to get her head straight – only to be confronted by exactly what she sought to get away from: a
baby.

Nicole Kassell, Directed by
Back To Life
Episode 1
Six weeks after being released from prison, Miri is optimistic and staying out of trouble. But when Lara’s
mother shows up grief-stricken and looking for answers, Miri’s good humor and good fortune are put to the
test.

Ella Jones, Directed by
Barry
710N
The Taylors leave Fuches for dead, and he is given a second chance at happiness. The Taylors attack
Barry. Sally accepts a job on the show that replaced Joplin. Cousineau uses his newfound success to give
Annie the career he took from her. In Bolivia, Hank is captured.

Bill Hader, Directed by
Better Things
We Are Not Alone
Sam and their village.

Pamela Adlon, Directed by
Black Monday
Eight!
Dawn puts on a show at her new "job" for her parole officer, while Blair puts on a show for the RNC. Mo
makes a big personal announcement, and Keith tries to please Larry. Blair shoots for political points and
his electroshock therapist gets a shock of his own.

Tiffany Johnson, Directed by

Black Monday
One!
New Year's Eve 1989. It's Mo's "wedding day," but priority number one is to make sure he and his crew
live to see another decade. He and Dawn, Blair, Keith and Yassir work together to do whatever it takes to
make sure that happens.

Payman Benz, Directed by
black-ish
Homegoing
As Pops and Ruby prepare to move away, Dre and Bow consider if they should make a big life change as
well; grappling with this idea at work, Dre receives some unexpected advice from Simone Biles; the
Johnsons prepare for their goodbyes.

Anton Cropper, Directed by
black-ish
If A Black Man Cries In The Woods
Pops, Dre and Jr. go on a "man trip" to heal old wounds. Meanwhile, Diane and Jack contemplate their
futures as they look at their college wish lists.

Iona Morris Jackson, Directed by
Blindspotting
Bride Or Die
Ashley brings the whole family to visitation to see Miles. Earl heads off to start his first day of work at the
ports but is hit with red light special when he gets back to the docks.

Rafael Casal, Directed by
Breeders
No Body
Ally and Paul each learns the truth about a thing that has been terrifying them - for Ally, her job and for
Paul, his MRI result. Ava and Luke both feel frozen out by the people they care most about.

Chris Addison, Directed by
Brooklyn Nine-Nine
The Last Day Pt. 1
The squad take stock of their eight years together and look toward their future.

Linda Mendoza, Directed by
Brooklyn Nine-Nine
The Last Day Pt. 2
The squad take stock of their eight years together and look toward their future.

Claire Scanlon, Directed by

Bust Down
Won't He Do It
The crew heads to church as Sam deals with Nina and her mother’s complicated relationship. Meanwhile,
Chris, Langston, and Jak revisit their favorite parts of the church service and discover things are not what
they used to be.

Richie Keen, Directed by
Call Me Kat
Call Me Irresponsible
When Max gets evicted from his apartment, he asks Kat for help with managing his money; Phil decides he
is too reliant on technology and gives up his phone; Randi agrees to take pictures of Sheila for her dating
profile.

Michele Azenzer Bear, Directed by
Call Me Kat
Call Me Shellfish
Season two finale. After suffering panic attacks, Kat is visited by her late father in a dream and comes up
with a plan to save the cafe. Also, Max gets his big break, Randi tells Carter she loves him and Kat heads
off to Paris where "anything could happen."

Anthony Rich, Directed by
The Chair
The Last Bus In Town
Ji-Yoon visits Pembroke's new lecturer as Bill joins in on a Korean tradition. The tenured professors band
together, and Yaz receives an enticing offer.

Daniel Gray Longino, Directed by
Cobra Kai
First Learn Stand
Johnny picks up defensive strategies while Daniel learns how to go on the offensive. Amanda confronts
Tory. New kid Kenny is bullied at school.

Jon Hurwitz, Directed by
Hayden Schlossberg, Directed by
Cobra Kai
Match Point
Johnny and Daniel's dojo and their fragile alliance teeter on the brink of collapse when they agree to a
winner takes all sensei showdown.

Joel Novoa, Directed by

Cobra Kai
The Rise
The tournament comes to a shocking end, with the aftermath leaving its participants reeling – and two
champions facing uncertain futures.

Josh Heald, Directed by
The Conners
A Judge And A Priest Walk Into A Living Room...
In the season 4 finale, the Conners gear up for a mega-wedding with Jackie & Neville, Darlene & Ben and
Harris & Aldo sharing the big day. As plans are made, they discover that some of the couples may not be
on the same page about their happily ever afters.

Jody Margolin Hahn, Directed by
The Conners
Three Exes Role Playing And A Waterbed
Thinking it’s Ben’s day off, Darlene brings Nick to the hardware store only to run smack into Ben, who
invites Nick to The Lunch Box to watch a Bears game. Meanwhile, Dan tries to spruce up the bedroom
while Louise is out on the road and Jackie meets Logan’s mom.

Michael Fishman, Directed by
The Conners
Three Ring Circus
Ben and Darlene are excited to share their good news with the family; but before they have the chance,
Neville and Jackie, and Aldo and Harris share some very similar news of their own. Looks like there are
three parties to plan!

Lynda Tarryk, Directed by
Curb Your Enthusiasm
The Watermelon
Larry spills coffee on a Klansman’s robe and insists on making amends (“I spill, I clean!”) Larry will lose
Woody Harrelson for Young Larry unless he shows Woody the cow Larry swears he has on his ranch. Larry
discovers that Leon is embarrassed to eat watermelon in front of him.

Jeff Schaffer, Directed by
Dave
Dave
Dave releases his debut album Penith. The rest is history.

Alma Kar'el, Directed by

Dave
Enlightened Dave
Dave journeys to a legendary recording studio, hoping to break through his creative block, but he is forced
to confront his greatest obstacle: his own ego.

Kitao Sakurai, Directed by
Dave
The Observer
Dave and Benny’s friendship blossoms in strange and unexpected ways, leading them to confront questions
of privilege, race, sexuality, and dermatology. Meanwhile, Mike’s isolation deepens, and a chance
encounter sheds light on the root of his anger.

Tayarisha Poe, Directed by
Dear White People
Chapter X
Opening night of the Varsity Show yields big surprises and a sobering encounter. In the future, the friends’
reunion takes an emotional turn.

Justin Simien, Directed by
Dickinson
A Little Madness In The Spring
The Dickinsons take a fun family outing to an asylum. Henry helps the soldiers with a uniform inspection.

Silas Howard, Directed by
Dickinson
Sang From The Heart, Sire
Emily tries to celebrate her father's birthday with an old-fashioned family singalong, but it devolves into
another battle in the Dickinsons' own civil war.

Keith Powell, Directed by
Dickinson
This Was A Poet Emily asks Betty to help her design a new dress. The Dickinson family is surprised by an unexpected guest.

Alena Smith, Directed by
Emily In Paris
Champagne Problems
After a suspiciously decadent dinner with Alfie, Emily heads to Camille's family chateau, where more than
just the tops of Champere bottles pop off.

Jennifer Arnold, Directed by

Emily In Paris
French Revolution
Emily finds her loyalties torn when a fashion show at Versailles sets the stage for a showdown that could
determine Savoir's future — and her own.

Andrew Fleming, Directed by
Feel Good
Episode 4
Mae can't wait to go on a TV show and expose a star's sexually inappropriate behavior. But George and
Phil worry about how this will affect her.

Luke Snellin, Directed by
Flatbush Misdemeanors
Lakay
Zayna checks out rumors about her family and discovers that Drew’s responsible for her father being in
jail, which leads to her going on the run. While Drew and Kevin look high and low for her, Dan and Jess’s
emerging, secret relationship is tested and everyone’s worlds collide.

Nefertite Nguvu, Directed by
The Flight Attendant
Drowning Women
After finding potentially incriminating photos in Benjamin’s office, Cassie seeks assurances from Shane –
and continues to avoid Marco – while Megan searches for an all-important lockbox.

Pete Chatmon, Directed by
The Flight Attendant
The Reykjavik Ice Sculpture Festival Is Lovely This Time Of Year
A cryptic text leads Cassie to search for Megan in Reykjavík, where Shane grows increasingly suspicious of
his friend's erratic travels; back in L.A., Annie and Max face unexpected turbulence.

Jennifer Thuy Lan Phang, Directed by
The Flight Attendant
Seeing Double
Now almost a year sober, Cassie has started fresh in LA with her supportive new boyfriend, Marco. But her
side gig moonlighting as a CIA asset soon finds Cassie entangled in an international murder mystery…
again.

Silver Tree, Directed by

The Game
It's A Hard Knock Life
In the Las Vegas Fighting Fury's episode of "Hard Blocks," star quarterback Malik Wright prepares for his
signature sneaker launch and the controversy surrounding undrafted rookie Jamison Fields calls for an
image rehabilitation.

Ali LeRoi, Directed by
The Game
Reshuffling The Deck
As the inaugural game for the Las Vegas Fightin' Fury fast approaches, Malik negotiates with the Colonel as
the players' representative to avoid a potential strike and Brittany comes clean to Tasha about Club
EndZone.

Peter O'Fallon, Directed by
The Garcias
Back To The Roots
While George and Carlos attend an unorthodox conflict management course, Ana gets protective of her
new “bestie” Yunjin at a weekend getaway.

Carlos González, Directed by
The Garcias
The Compromise
Routines collide at a crowded Casa Garcia as the family settles in for their summer of “fun.” Talk of a
baptism for Andrea and Alexa puts Sonia and Yunjin at odds, Lorena struggles to see eye-to-eye with her
boss, and George struggles to fit in with his “real” Mexican neighbors.

Mickey Cevallos, Directed by
The Garcias
Never A Dull Moment
As she prepares to renew her vows, Sonia grapples with coming clean to her husband Ray. George has a
nightmare about Hollywood. Carlos stumbles upon new career opportunities. The Garcias receive a surprise
visit from space.

Jeff Valdez, Directed by
Gentefied
No Human Is Illegal
When a tough new judge takes over Pop’s case, the family holds an early Christmas celebration, where big
announcements and heartfelt gifts abound.

Marvin Lemus, Directed by

Gentefied
Sangiving
All Pop wants for Thanksgiving is a peaceful family meal. But when everyone’s at the table, secrets,
accusations — and even the turkey — go flying.

America Ferrera, Directed by
Ghosts
Pete's Wife
Pete convinces Sam to invite his living wife to the mansion, only to discover she's been keeping a dark
secret from him for many years. Also, Sassapis gets angry with Thorfinn for binge-cheating their favorite
show without him, and Trevor learns he may have a daughter.

Trent O'Donnell, Directed by
Girls5eva
Album Mode
When Girls5eva lands a record deal, Dawn, Wickie, Summer, and Gloria discover how much they’re willing
to sacrifice for the opportunity.

Jeff Richmond, Directed by
Girls5eva
Tour Mode
As Girls5eva competes for the opener slot on Collab’s world tour, the women grapple with the feasibility of
picking up and leaving New York.

Kimmy Gatewood, Directed by
The Goldbergs
The Goldbergs’ Excellent Adventure
In an homage to Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure, The Goldbergs embark on a hilarious, bittersweet — but
ultimately joyful — daylong journey to ceremoniously spread Pops’ ashes at his “favorite place.”

Lew Schneider, Directed by
Grace And Frankie
The Horrible Family
Frankie decides to celebrate every annual holiday and special occasion in rapid succession. Grace finds a
shocking connection to a rising politician.

Kelly Park, Directed by
Grace And Frankie
The Beginning
Robert finally comes to terms with his memory loss. Grace and Frankie confront the possibility of
immediate death — or aging for a few more years.

Marta Kauffman, Directed by

Grand Crew
Wine & Hip Hop
Sherm tags along as Nicky sells a house to a famous rapper. Noah and his date get into a fender bender.
Anthony deals with dating while vegan. And there’s wine.

Melissa Fumero, Directed by
Grand Crew
Wine & Pie
Noah’s dad is in a funk, so he asks Fay to make his favorite pie. Sherm teaches Anthony to play chess.
Wyatt introduces the crew to his brother. And there’s wine.

Jarrett Lee Conaway, Directed by
Grand Crew
Wine & Vineyards
The crew takes a trip to a Santa Barbara vineyard. And there’s wine.

Cortney Carrillo, Directed by
The Great
Alone At Last
Catherine's grief over the loss of Leo during the coup finally catches up with her. Peter's part in Leo's
death, and the discovery that he just murdered a noble, causes Catherine to lock Peter in his apartments
with only his mummified mother for company.

Zetna Fuentes, Directed by
The Great
Heads It's Me
Four months after launching a coup against her husband, a pregnant Catherine gains the upper hand in her
war against Peter. Being deeply in love with Catherine and their unborn child does little to dissuade her
from taking his throne.

Colin Bucksey, Directed by
The Great
A Simple Jape
Catherine is frustrated by the lack of meaningful change in her rule of Russia. Seeking to shake the court
out of its complacency, she plays a joke on them involving a serf to prove a point.

Matthew Moore, Directed by
Hacks
There Will Be Blood
Deborah eagerly anticipates trying out her new material on the road, while Ava dreads the fallout of an
explosive email.

Lucia Aniello, Directed by

Harlem
Once Upon A Time In Harlem
Dr. Pruitt’s choice for Camille’s dream job causes Camille to question her life choices. Tye fights to finalize
her divorce. Angie gets offered a bigger role in the musical. Quinn confronts her feelings for Isabella.

Neema Barnette, Directed by
Hawkeye
Echoes
After escaping a new threat, Clint and Kate join forces against an expanding criminal conspiracy.

Bert, Directed by
Bertie, Directed by
Hawkeye
Never Meet Your Heroes
Archer Kate Bishop lands in the middle of a criminal conspiracy, forcing Hawkeye out of retirement.

Rhys Thomas, Directed by
Home Economics
Bottle Service, $800 Plus Tip (25% Suggested)
The family is in for a wild night out when they accompany Connor to a club to help him jump-start his
dating life.

Matt Sohn, Directed by
Home Economics
Box Of King-Size Candy Bars, $48.99
The Hayworths debate about which neighborhood is the best for a spooky Halloween; Conner shares the
holiday with his ex-wife Emily.

Dean Holland, Directed by
Home Economics
Workout Leggings $29
Sarah very reluctantly asks Tom to help her write the Windmount Academy musical; in preparation to get
pregnant, Denise starts a workout routine with Marina and Connor.

Giovani Lampassi, Directed by
How I Met Your Father
Timing Is Everything
Sophie gets romantic advice from someone who's been through it all. Valentina and Charlie face a tough
crossroads. Jesse makes a choice.

Pamela Fryman, Directed by

I Love That For You
Gottahaveit
No longer wanting to be defined by her childhood illness, Joanna gets her dream job as a host on the home
shopping channel SVN. But when her first broadcast doesn’t go as planned, Joanna makes a bold choice to
save her fate at the network. Season premiere.

Michael Showalter, Directed by
iCarly
iCan Fix It Myself
Carly is in over her head when she tries to repair her car herself rather than ask for help. Spencer tries to
help Maeve reveal her secret to Harper.

Nathan Kress, Directed by
Insecure
Everything Gonna Be, Okay?!
As she and her friends try to make time for each other no matter what, Issa looks back on all it took to get
to where she is today.

Prentice Penny, Directed by
Insecure
Reunited, Okay?!
At her ten-year college reunion, Issa’s self-doubt quickly surfaces, while Molly struggles to get out of her
own head.

Melina Matsoukas, Directed by
It's Always Sunny In Philadelphia
The Gang’s Still In Ireland
Dennis and Dee explore their new accommodations in the countryside; Frank accompanies Charlie to find
the truth about Charlie’s Irish childhood pen pal; Mac has an identity crisis and decides to join the
seminary.

Megan Ganz, Directed by
Johnson
Brotherly Love
Omar (Thomas Q. Jones), Greg (Deji LaRay), Keith (Philip Smithey) and Jarvis Johnson (Derrex Brady)
have a guys night out that doesn’t go exactly as planned. They run into popular radio host Eugene Johnson
(D.L. Hughley) in a bar who gives them relationship advice.

Deji LaRay, Directed by

Julia
Beef Bourguignon
When the show goes overbudget, Julia doubles down on her efforts to continue making her dream a
reality. As Paul contends with his fearsome father-in-law, Alice struggles with her new assignment.

Melanie Mayron, Directed by
Julia
Omelette
In 1962, cookbook author Julia Child boldly pitches a groundbreaking television series centered on
demonstrations for the home cook – despite pushback from male station executives and her own husband.

Charles McDougall, Directed by
Kenan
Christmas Show
As the team prepares for the annual Holiday Spectacular, Kenan is upset when Gary pursues a new client,
Rick attempts to unseat Tami as the leader of the band and Mika feels her work is unappreciated.

Charles Stone III, Directed by
Kenan
Moving Violation
When their mom, Bobbi, decides to sell the family home, Kenan and Gary must clear the basement of their
childhood memorabilia, leading Gary to evaluate his goals in life.

Kenny Smith, Directed by
Killing It
Pilot
A divorced, down-on-his-luck single father named Craig tries to apply for a loan to start a new business,
but an encounter with an Australian Uber driver changes his life forever.

Mo Marable, Directed by
Killing It
The Storm
With the South Florida Python Challenge ending and a hurricane on the way, Craig questions everything
that got him to this point.

Michael Weaver, Directed by
Life & Beth
MRI
Beth gets an MRI to find the source of her back pain and, while inside, she reflects on her tumultuous
childhood.

Amy Schumer, Directed by

Love, Victor
Close Your Eyes
At Harold’s wedding, Mia makes a bold decision, while Victor and Felix consider their futures.

Jason Ensler, Directed by
MacGruber
A Good Day To Die
After serving eleven years in prison for the murder of his former nemesis, MacGruber is reunited by
General Fasoose for one last suicide mission.

Jorma Taccone, Directed by
MacGruber
Havencroft
With the team back together, all roads lead to the mysterious “Havencroft”; MacGruber, Piper and Vicki
fight for survival and to save the world.

John Solomon, Directed by
Made For Love
Another Byron, Another Hazel
Hazel leaves the Hub for a trip to Washington, DC with Byron, steals the show and life gets very
complicated.

Nathaniel Goodman, Directed by
Made For Love
I Have A Rotting Finger
After returning to the Hub with an unaware Herb, Hazel struggles to adapt as Byron begins yet another
misguided bid to win her back. Meanwhile, the FBI launches an investigation into Gogol’s missing
scientists.

Daisy von Scherler Mayer, Directed by
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Ethan…Esther…Chaim
Matchmakers Gitta and Molly threaten Abe at the tobacco shop. Joel tells Midge that Mei is pregnant. Midge
performs at a Jackie Kennedy luncheon fundraiser. The Weissman family attends Alfie’s magician act; he
hypnotizes Rose, humiliating each member of the family. At The Button Club, Joel tells Moishe about Mei.

Daniel Palladino, Directed by
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
How Do You Get To Carnegie Hall?
Season finale. After narrowly escaping a police raid at the Wolford, Midge and Lenny finally get together.
Susie’s goons are not happy that Midge turned down a Tony Bennett gig. Moishe demands that Mei convert
to Judaism. Abe struggles with his own mortality. Rose stands up to the Matchmaking Mafia.

Amy Sherman-Palladino, Directed by

Minx
Not Like A Shvantz Right In The Face
After a fateful meeting with low-rent publisher Doug Renetti, self-proclaimed feminist Joyce Prigger finally
gets a shot at creating the magazine of her dreams – with one enormous catch.

Rachel Lee Goldenberg, Directed by
Mr Inbetween
I'm Not Leaving
If nothing ends, what begins?

Nash Edgerton, Directed by
Mr. Corman
Mr. Corman
Josh hasn’t seen his dad in almost three years.

Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Directed by
Mr. Mayor
Titi B.
Neil accidentally angers mega-influencer Titi B. and must apologize or deal with the wrath of her followers.
Jayden coaches Arpi on how to be less abrasive at personal appearances.

David Miller, Directed by
The Ms. Pat Show
Baby Daddy Groundhog Day
Pat confronts the baby daddy of her two eldest children who also abused her.

Mary Lou Belli, Directed by
The Ms. Pat Show
Don't Eat That Sh*t
When Denise discovers Junebug and his friends smoking oregano instead of weed, she takes it upon
herself and solves the problem by forcing the dealer to fix his mistake by giving her weed brownies. This
causes an even bigger problem when Janelle inadvertently eats the brownies.

Kim Fields, Directed by
The Ms. Pat Show
Pilot: Duck
As Pat adjusts to life in Indiana, Junebug shows off his condom stash on social media. Janelle gets shaken
up over a school shooting and Denise gets fired from yet another job.

Debbie Allen, Directed by

Murderville
Most Likely To Commit Murder
Working the night shift, Terry is paired with detective-in-training Kumail Nanjiani and heads back to high
school to investigate a tech CEO's death.

Iain K. Morris, Directed by
Murderville
Triplet Homicide
As Terry mourns his late great-aunt, he finds support in trainee Marshawn Lynch, who helps him scope out
suspects after a wealthy woman is killed.

Brennan Shroff, Directed by
Mythic Quest
Juice Box
Ian presents his half of the expansion and ends up in the hospital. David ponders his legacy.

Todd Biermann, Directed by
The Neighborhood
Welcome To The Dream Girls
When Tina reunites with her former girl group after decades apart, old issues are reignited, threatening to
derail the trio’s big performance.

Cedric The Entertainer, Directed by
Never Have I Ever
...been a perfect girl
As Paxton’s mixed messages have Devi questioning herself, the upcoming winter dance offers a chance to
determine where she stand — and what she needs.

Lang Fisher, Directed by
Never Have I Ever
...thrown a rager
The whole school comes to Devi's epic house party, where she struggles to keep Ben from running into
Paxton. Instead, a car runs into Paxton, Trent falls off the roof, and Eric hides in a closet.

Kabir Akhtar, Directed by
Only Murders In The Building
The Boy From 6B
With the investigation scratching at a web of old crimes originating inside the building, a mysterious young
man turns the tables to spy on Charles, Oliver & Mabel.

Cherien Dabis, Directed by

Only Murders In The Building
True Crime
Upper West Side neighbors Charles, Oliver & Mabel bond over a shared love of true crime. When a fellow
resident dies in their building, the trio becomes determined to solve the mystery and record an
accompanying podcast.

Jamie Babbit, Directed by
The Other Two
Pat Connects With Her Fans
Brooke helps Pat connect with her fans, while Cary and his new boyfriend Jess show a young gay man and
his daddy around New York City.

Chris Kelly, Directed by
Our Flag Means Death
Pilot
Aristocrat-turned-pirate-captain Stede Bonnet is put to the test when his crew encounters a British naval
vessel.

Taika Waititi, Directed by
Our Flag Means Death
Wherever You Go, There You Are
While Stede attempts to reenter his old life, Blackbeard tends to a wounded heart.

Andrew DeYoung, Directed by
The Outlaws
Episode 2
We discover what a washed-up lawyer and an insta-celebutante with anger issues could possibly have in
common, and a dangerous temptation falls from the sky.

Stephen Merchant, Directed by
Peacemaker
It's Cow Or Never
With Peacemaker and Adebayo at odds, can the team kill the cow once and for all – or will their fracture
give the aliens the opening they need to complete its teleportation?

James Gunn, Directed by
Pen15
Yuki
A day in the life of Yuki.

Maya Erskine, Directed by

The Pentaverate
Episode 6
At the Meadows, Ken strips down before rallying the guards into action. Can he stop the Pentaverate from
falling into nefarious hands?

Tim Kirkby, Directed by
Physical
Let's Do This Thing
Sheila discovers aerobics as a new outlet for her body anxiety. Danny, her husband, pursues a calling in
politics after bad news about his job.

Craig Gillespie, Directed by
Physical
Let's Get Political
Desperate for more aerobics, Sheila struggles to get back to Bunny’s studio while also helping Danny lock
down a much-needed endorsement.

Liza Johnson, Directed by
Physical
Let's Take This Show On The Road
The Rubins head to Los Angeles, where they visit the Logans in hopes of fundraising at a party. Breem’s
demons surface.

Stephanie Laing, Directed by
Reno 911!
Defunded
Budget cuts won't stop these incompetent deputy sheriffs from trying to uphold the law.

David Lincoln, Directed by
Reservation Dogs
Hunting
Willie Jack and Leon go hunting.

Sterlin Harjo, Directed by
Resident Alien
An Alien In New York
Harry and Asta travel to New York looking for one of his people, but things go horribly wrong.

Lea Thompson, Directed by

Resident Alien
Old Friends
Harry, the alien, is back on earth but doesn’t remember who he is and only Asta can keep him safe.

Robert Duncan McNeill, Directed by
The Righteous Gemstones
As To How They Might Destroy Him
As BJ’s baptism approaches, Judy clashes with her agnostic in-laws, while Baby Billy struggles with his own
growing family. Still reeling from their father’s revelation, Kelvin and Jesse conspire to put Eli in his place.
Feeling disrespected, Eli reverts back to his wrestler Maniac Kid days and breaks Kelvin’s thumbs.

Danny McBride, Directed by
The Righteous Gemstones
I Will Tell Of All Your Deeds
While the Gemstones celebrate the launch of Zion’s Landing, Baby Billy faces a chance to embrace
fatherhood.

Jody Hill, Directed by
The Righteous Gemstones
Interlude II
Christmas, 1993. Eli considers a tempting offer from an old friend, but when Eli declines, things turn ugly
and the outcome of that fateful evening still haunts Eli presently. Baby Billy crashes the Gemstones’
Christmas celebrations, claiming that it was his wife that ran away from their family--not him.

David Gordon Green, Directed by
Run The World
Phenomenal Women
Failed novelist Ella McFair starts her first day at HotTeaDigest.com and enlists her friends to help her cover
her first assignment.

Millicent Shelton, Directed by
Russian Doll
Nowhen
Nadia's 40th birthday is a few days away, and she's planning to celebrate it quietly with Alan. Then
something really strange happens.

Natasha Lyonne, Directed by
Russian Doll
Station To Station
Alan gets in touch with his roots in Berlin. On a trip to Budapest, Nadia and Maxine wind up at a mindbending house party.

Alex Buono, Directed by

Saved By The Bell
The Gift
Lexi pushes DeVante to audition for a boy band. Daisy tries to find the perfect anniversary gift for Gil.
Jessie encourages Kelly to apply to medical school.

Mark-Paul Gosselaar, Directed by
Schmigadoon!
Suddenly
Melissa grapples with her conflicted feelings for Doc Lopez, rebelling against his archaic ideas, while Josh
tries to court Emma the schoolmarm.

Barry Sonnenfeld, Directed by
Search Party
Revelation
The gang crosses paths with an unlikely savior in their fight for survival.

Sarah-Violet Bliss, Directed by
Charles Rogers, Directed by
The Sex Lives Of College Girls
I Think I'm A Sex Addict
While Bela anxiously awaits the Catullan’s final decision, Kimberly gets hooked on casual sex with Nico,
Whitney explores her connection with Canaan, and Leighton takes the next step with Alicia.

Lila Neugebauer, Directed by
Shining Vale
Chapter Eight - We Are Phelps
The shocking end of Pat’s book is revealed while the Phelps family fights for their souls; individually and as
a family.

Liz Friedlander, Directed by
Shining Vale
Chapter Five - The Squirrel Knew
As Pat tries to get rid of Rosemary for good, she finds out that Terry has been keeping a horrifying secret
from her. Meanwhile, Gaynor learns a secret about Pat that will change how she views her mother forever.

Alethea Jones, Directed by
Shining Vale
Chapter Four - So Much Blood
Pat is writing like a woman possessed until she finds out the true identity of her muse. Terry makes a
decision about work that will come back to haunt him.

Catriona McKenzie, Directed by

Shining Vale
Chapter One - Welcome To Casa De Phelps
After an affair nearly destroys their marriage, Pat and Terry Phelps move their family from the city to
Connecticut, to a house that may be haunted.

Dearbhla Walsh, Directed by
Somebody Somewhere
Life Could Be A Dream
After a surprising update concerning her recent job performance, Sam must reevaluate her next steps.
Meanwhile, Tricia and Charity’s working relationship grows complicated, and a visit to Mary Jo in rehab
brings some difficult family truths to light.

Robert Cohen, Directed by
Somebody Somewhere
Tee-Tee Pa-Pah
With a tornado looming, Sam weathers a different kind of storm as she shares the truth about Rick with
Tricia, and Tricia seeks revenge. After impulsively adopting a dog, and a near brush with death sheltering
in a tube together, Joel realizes he wants more out of life.

Jay Duplass, Directed by
Sort Of
Sort Of A Party
Sabi encourages Violet to work through her complex emotions as the family tries to find the best way to
celebrate Violet’s birthday.

Renuka Jeyapalan, Directed by
Sort Of
Sort Of Gone
After a horrible date and being fired on the same day, Sabi contemplates an opportunity that would change
their life, until an unexpected accident puts their new plans in jeopardy.

Fab Filippo, Directed by
South Side
Turner's And Brenda's Day Off
Turner and Brenda ditch the set of the hit show Chicago Shields, leaving Goodnight and a frantic
production assistant to track them down. Meanwhile, K workshops his sci-fi novel – with no help from
Simon.

Michael Blieden, Directed by

Space Force
The Chinese Delegation
The team does its best to avoid offending a visiting delegation from China, but Dr. Mallory struggles to hide
his feelings about a moon landing denier.

Ken Kwapis, Directed by
Starstruck
Housewarming
An unexpected visit from Vinay wreaks havoc on Tom’s New Year’s housewarming party as Tom tries to
stop his drunk brother from meeting his new girlfriend. As their worlds collide, Jessie can’t escape the
feeling that she doesn’t belong.

Jamie Jay Johnson, Directed by
Starstruck
Spring
Three months later, a chance encounter finds Jessie and Tom throwing caution to the wind for a long
overdue second date.

Karen Maine, Directed by
Tacoma FD
Fire At The Fire Station
In the final episode of season 3, our Firefighters are out on a call when the unthinkable happens...a fire
breaks out at home Station 24.

Kevin Heffernan, Directed by
Tacoma FD
Pickleball
It's time for the annual TFD Pickleball Tournament. Terry & Eddie's team are long-running-and-very-cocky
Station Champs, but the Crew has plans to finally take them and their attitudes down.

Steve Lemme, Directed by
Ted Lasso
Beard After Hours
After the semifinal, Beard sets out on an all-night odyssey through London in an effort to collect his
thoughts.

Sam Jones, Directed by
Ted Lasso
Inverting The Pyramid Of Success
Richmond gets their final chance to win promotion as Ted deals with the fallout of Trent Crimm’s painfully
honest exposé.

Declan Lowney, Directed by

Ted Lasso
No Weddings And A Funeral
Rebecca is stunned by a sudden loss. The team rallies to show their support, but Ted finds himself
grappling with a piece of his past.

MJ Delaney, Directed by
Ted Lasso
Rainbow
Nate learns how to be assertive from Keeley and Rebecca. Ted asks Roy for a favor.

Erica Dunton, Directed by
Trying
I'm Scared
Nikki and Jason must make a huge decision in a small amount of time.

Jim O'Hanlon, Directed by
United States Of Al
Promises/Wadaha
Al, Riley and the family work together against a ticking clock to get Al's sister out of Afghanistan and to
safety after the Americans pull out and Kabul falls.

Mark Cendrowski, Directed by
We Are Lady Parts
Play Something
Geeky PhD student and part-time guitar teacher Amina Hussain is desperate to find a husband. Meanwhile,
punk band, Lady Parts rehearsals are cut short when fiery frontwoman Saira, insists they need a lead
guitarist. Their worlds are about to collide!

Nida Manzoor, Directed by
Welcome To Flatch
Ghosted
Kelly and Shrub get lost in the woods on her birthday while Cheryl, Mandy, Nadine and Father Joe decide
to host a séance.

Catalina Aquilar Mastretta, Directed by
Welcome To Flatch
Pilot
The whole town attends the annual Scarecrow Festival, where cousins and best friends Kelly and Shrub
compete in the festival events.

Paul Feig, Directed by

What We Do In The Shadows
The Wellness Center
Nandor is persuaded to reject vampirism and pursue a healthier lifestyle.

Yana Gorskaya, Directed by
Why Women Kill
Dangerous Intruder
Alma takes matters into her own hands after persuading Bertram to ease Carlo's suffering. Meanwhile, Rita
ensnares Scooter in her plot to blackmail Catherine and Vern's feelings for Dee grow.

Larry Shaw, Directed by
Why Women Kill
Secret Beyond The Door
With dreams of status and glamour, Alma Fillcot (Allison Tolman) hopes to fill a recently vacated seat in
her local Garden Club, led by the intimidating Rita Castillo (Lana Parrilla). However, when Alma discovers
her loving husband Bertram's (Nick Frost) shocking secret, that preparation and hard work is jeopardized.

David Warren, Directed by
With Love
Nochebuena
It’s Christmas Eve AKA “Nochebuena,” and the Diaz family gathers together for their annual celebration.
Lily is dealing with a recent break-up, while her brother, Jorge Jr., is bringing a boyfriend home to meet the
family. We also meet other Portland residents and see how their lives intertwine.

Meera Menon, Directed by
Woke
A Knight In The Park
After a year of rising as a prominent activist, Keef draws a strip that sparks a protest headlined by him. But
can he live up to his new platform?

Maurice "Mo" Marable, Directed by
Wolf Like Me
Episode 5
Gary and Mary take off on a camping trip to break the news of Mary’s secret to Emma; Mary discovers she
is pregnant and fears what may be growing inside her.

Abe Forsythe, Directed by
The Wonder Years
Goose Grease
When Dean comes down with the chickenpox on his way to a hunting trip with Bill and Grandaddy Clisby,
Lillian forces the three of them to quarantine together; Clisby pushes homemade remedies on them out of
his mistrust of doctors.

Ken Whittingham, Directed by

The Wonder Years
Pilot
Navigating friends, first loves, and bullies, 12-year-old Dean Williams organizes his school’s first integrated
Little League game as he struggles to figure out his place in the world; only to learn that there’s much
more to growing up than he ever imagined.

Fred Savage, Directed by
Work In Progress
FTP
With the world on fire and asked with writing her company’s “Black Lives Matter solidarity statement,”
Abby is forced to reckon with the history of racism, police violence and grief and her complicity in it.

Yance Ford, Directed by
Young Rock
A Christmas Peril
An unexpected guest shows Dewey that this is the first in a long line of terrible Christmases. In 1987,
Rocky and Dwayne take jobs as a mall Santa and elf. In 1993, Dwayne reluctantly spends a disastrous
Christmas with Coach O.

Nahnatchka Khan, Directed by
Young Rock
Kiss And Release
Hawaii, 1984: When Dewey gets in trouble at school, Ata enlists the help of Andre the Giant to set him
straight. Meanwhile, Lia, on trial for extortion, attempts to curry favor with the jury.

Jeffrey Walker, Directed by

End of Category

Outstanding Directing For A Drama Series
The Accidental Wolf
Cockfight
As her search ramps up, Katie’s tough side starts to surface and empowers her to stand up to Bradley’s
father. Katie finally meets RAM in the back of a deli, where RAM gives her an address. Could it lead Katie to
Tala?

Arian Moayed, Directed by
All Creatures Great And Small (MASTERPIECE)
Episode 1
A trip back home to Glasgow presents James with a dilemma to choose between the people he loves. As
Helen (Rachel Shenton) and James (Nicholas Ralph) navigate their feelings for one another, Siegfried
(Samuel West), Tristan (Callum Woodhouse), and Mrs. Hall (Anna Madeley) must consider their places in
the world.

Brian Percival, Directed by
All Creatures Great And Small (MASTERPIECE)
Episode 7
A trip back home to Glasgow presents James with a dilemma to choose between the people he loves. As
Helen (Rachel Shenton) and James (Nicholas Ralph) navigate their feelings for one another, Siegfried
(Samuel West), Tristan (Callum Woodhouse), and Mrs. Hall (Anna Madeley) must consider their places in
the world.

Andy Hay, Directed by
American Rust
Denmark
Harris finally finds the anonymous eyewitness. Lee decides not to return to New York. Billy is returned to
the general prison population to face the consequences of his actions. The D.A. may be forced to drop the
case. Season finale.

John Dahl, Directed by
Animal Kingdom
Freeride
J's business secrets come to light as Pope mourns the loss of Smurf. Deran distracts himself from his own
loneliness. Craig and Renn struggle to find work-life balance.

John Wells, Directed by
Another Life
Just A Rat In A Cage
In a flash, Niko and Richard's world takes a terrifying turn as they wake up in a cold, cruel trap. On Earth,
the team grapples with memory gaps.

Avi Youabian, Directed by

Another Life
Live To Fight Another Day
Shock waves hit a Salvare struggling in the aftermath of an epic act of destruction. Niko questions
William's judgment as Erik looks to the Achaia.

Kevin Dowling, Directed by
Archive 81
Mystery Signals
Haunted by a family tragedy, Dan begins to restore videotapes for a cryptic firm. Then he’s startled to
learn of his connection to their missing creator.

Rebecca Thomas, Directed by
Archive 81
Spirit Receivers
In the woods, Dan encounters the unexpected. In the tapes, Melody learns about the cult and makes
contact during a shocking séance.

Justin Benson, Directed by
Aaron Moorhead, Directed by
As We See It
I Apologize For My Words And Actions
Violet flirts with a delivery guy at work. Harrison befriends a latchkey kid living in the building. Jack
endangers his job security yet again.

Jaffar Mahmood, Directed by
As We See It
Pilot
Series premiere. Jack has an outburst at work and suffers the repercussions. Violet obsesses over wanting
a “normal” boyfriend and fights with her brother Van for control of her life. Harrison is terrified of venturing
outside, but their aide Mandy works with him to overcome his fears.

Jesse Peretz, Directed by
Bel-Air
Can't Knock The Hustle
The Banks family goes to church; Will considers taking the opportunity to find his father, unknowingly
driving a wedge between Phil and Geoffrey.

Matthew A. Cherry, Directed by
Bel-Air
Dreams And Nightmares
Will Smith, a talented West Philadelphia teenager, is sent to live with family in Bel Air; upon his arrival, he
quickly discovers how different things are and that this is his chance at a new beginning.

Morgan Cooper, Directed by

Bel-Air
Pa To La
When Will's friend Tray visits, his loyalty to Philly is put to the test. The Banks family supports Hilary by
hosting an influencer event.

Tasha Smith, Directed by
Bel-Air
Where To?
An explosive season finale as the tension bubbling in the Banks family surrounding Will’s father finally boils
over when Will's father makes a surprise appearance showing up unexpectedly and exposing a long-buried
secret about where he’s been all Will’s life.

Dale Stern, Directed by
Better Call Saul
Axe And Grind
Kim and Jimmy enlist a knowledgeable contact. Howard scrutinizes Jimmy’s business practices.

Giancarlo Esposito, Directed by
Better Call Saul
Black And Blue
While business booms for Jimmy, the vise tightens on the cat and mouse game between Gus and Lalo.

Melissa Bernstein, Directed by
Better Call Saul
Carrot And Stick
Harsh realities dawn on Nacho in his not-so-safe haven. Gus investigates his suspicions.

Vince Gilligan, Directed by
Better Call Saul
Hit And Run
Gus takes extreme measures. Jimmy and Kim enlist a local pro to put on a show.

Rhea Seehorn, Directed by
Better Call Saul
Plan And Execution
Jimmy and Kim deal with a last-minute snag.

Thomas Schnauz, Directed by

Better Call Saul
Rock And Hard Place
Still on the run, Nacho is forced to choose where his loyalties lie. Jimmy doubles down.

Gordon Smith, Directed by
Better Call Saul
Wine And Roses
Nacho runs for his life. Jimmy and Kim hatch a plan. Mike questions his allegiances.

Michael Morris, Directed by
Billions
Johnny Favorite
Senior and Chuck's friends take Chuck on a retreat to regroup. Prince looks to consolidate his wins. Wendy
tries to figure out Prince's bigger picture. Sacker reckons with some old skeletons in her closet.

Adam Bernstein, Directed by
The Blacklist
Caelum Bank (No. 169)
In an effort to reveal his true enemy, Red turns to the Task Force to help ground a flying fortress bank

Cort L. Hessler III, Directed by
Blue Bloods
Hidden Motive
Frank is blindsided when Mayor Chase bypasses him with a request for Jamie to head his security detail.
Also, Danny and Baez investigate the murder of a wealthy college student; Eddie experiences tension with
her partner, Badillo (Ian Quinlan), when she arrests a protestor against his wishes.

Bridget Moynahan, Directed by
BMF
All In The Family
Blood spills into the streets when Meech devises a plan for revenge, forcing Lamar to seek shelter with
someone close, which complicates matters even more.

Curtis "50 Cent" Jackson, Directed by
The Book Of Boba Fett
Chapter 2: The Tribes Of Tatooine
Boba Fett faces new challengers on Tatooine.

Steph Green, Directed by

The Book Of Boba Fett
Chapter 4: The Gathering Storm
Boba Fett partners with Fennec Shand.

Kevin Tancharoen, Directed by
The Book Of Boba Fett
Chapter 5: Return Of The Mandalorian
An unexpected ally emerges.

Bryce Dallas Howard, Directed by
The Book Of Boba Fett
Chapter 6: From The Desert Comes A Stranger
Mysteries are explored and Boba Fett learns new information.

Dave Filoni, Directed by
The Book Of Boba Fett
Chapter 7: In The Name Of Honor
Boba Fett and Fennec Shand face an escalating conflict.

Robert Rodriguez, Directed by
Bosch: Legacy
Always/All Ways
Bosch reaches a dangerous end game in the Vance case. Chandler courts an unlikely ally in her wrongful
death suit. Maddie pays the cost of getting too involved with her work.

Adam Davidson, Directed by
Bridgerton
Capital R Rake
Anthony begins his search for a wife, Eloise braves her society debut, and Lady Danbury helps the queen
choose a diamond among the season's debutantes.

Tricia Brock, Directed by
Bridgerton
The Choice
Anthony's duty to his family wars with his desire for Kate. Edwina ponders her future — and impresses the
queen. Eloise's rendezvous stirs suspicion.

Tom Verica, Directed by

Bridgerton
Harmony
Scandalous rumors swirl around the Bridgertons and the Sharmas. The queen's ire over Lady Whistledown
lands Eloise and Penelope in a quandary.

Cheryl Dunye, Directed by
Chapelwaite
Blood Calls Blood
1850. Captain Charles Boone inherits his wealthy cousin’s estate and relocates his family to small-town
Maine. The Boones encounter prejudice, hostility, a mystery illness and murder as Charles begins a
dangerous journey of self-discovery.

Burr Steers, Directed by
The Chi
Love Jones
Kevin and Papa pull out all the stops to get their women back. Emmett treats Tiff to a night on the town.
Kiesha and Christian get to know each other better.

Katrelle N. Kindred, Directed by
The Chi
Southside With You
Emmett and Darnell spend quality time with Jada. Jake and Jemma attend the spring formal. Tensions
between Douda and Marcus rise. Kevin makes his move on Lynae. Trig gets caught up in a mess he didn’t
create.

Nancy C. Mejia, Directed by
The Chi
The Spook Who Sat By The Door
Douda, Roselyn and Marcus prepare for the gala. Kiesha goes into labor. Kevin and Jemma's relationship
reaches a breaking point. Trig and Shaad have a falling out.

Gandja Monteiro, Directed by
Chicago Fire
The Missing Piece
Following an injury in the aftermath of an industrial fire, Severide and Seager work together to investigate
an anonymous tip. Kidd searches for the right person to fill the open spot on Truck 81. A possible new
recruit to 51 gets tested at a call.

Daniel Willis, Directed by

Chicago Fire
Two Hundred
Casey makes a life-altering decision. Gallo, Ritter and Violet agree to an interview and photo shoot. Brett
and Mouch launch the paramedicine program. Cruz comes closer to fatherhood.

Reza Tabrizi, Directed by
Chicago Med
All The Things That Could Have Been
Goodwin assigns Med’s new compliance officer to a patient with a long-hauler Covid condition. Maggie
helps Will treat a patient who's been in an iron lung for 60 years. Stevie learns hard truths about her
mother. Terrell returns to Med under dire circumstances.

Jonathan Brown, Directed by
Chicago Med
Secret Santa Has A Gift For You
The outcome of Will’s investigation weighs heavily on his mind as he works with Dylan to save a 4-monthold patient. Stevie and Vanessa both struggle to keep their secrets. Crockett and Blake work with Abrams
to save a patient in need of a liver transplant.

Nicole Rubio, Directed by
Chicago P.D.
Gone
After Makayla’s shocking disappearance, the team scrambles to find her before it’s too late. The frantic
search creates tension between Burgess and Ruzek, who have very different approaches to the operation.

Brenna Malloy, Directed by
Chicago P.D.
Still Water
While out for a jog, Upton witnesses a horrible car crash and risks her own life to save the passengers.
After learning more about the victims, the team must track down the man responsible for the brutal crash.

Chad Saxton, Directed by
Chucky
An Affair To Dismember
Scores will be settled as Chucky’s diabolical plan comes to fruition at a dangerous, public venue.

Jeff Renfroe, Directed by
Chucky
Death By Misadventure
When teen Jake Wheeler buys a vintage doll at a yard sale, his young life changes forever.

Don Mancini, Directed by

The Cleaning Lady
Mother's Mission
Fiona and Thony's relationship is strained due to her lies. Arman uses Thony to get intel to the FBI. Luca's
health declines, Thony must consider Mother Donna - a potential resource for a liver transplant for Luca,
but at what cost?

Marie Jamora, Directed by
The Cleaning Lady
TNT
After witnessing a murder while she is on a cleaning job, Thony is forced by circumstances to clean up the
scene. She's offered a permanent cleaning job for the mob in exchange for her and her son's life, whom is
dying from a terminal disease.

Michael Offer, Directed by
Cowboy Bebop
Darkside Tango
Jet reunites with his ex-partner to track down a recently released criminal. While he's away, Spike and
Faye try to pick up a quick job.

Alex Garcia Lopez, Directed by
David Makes Man
Hurston
Young David gets suspended at Hurston Prep after an altercation with one of his friends, and he returns
home to find his mother has changed for the better; adult David receives news about his brother.

Kiel Adrian Scott, Directed by
Dexter: New Blood
Sins Of The Father
Dexter and Harrison try to live a normal life in a place that they have discovered is not as normal as they
thought it was. Will they live happily ever after, despite all the threats coming their way? Season finale.

Marcos Siega, Directed by
Dexter: New Blood
Unfair Game
Dexter fights for his life in the woods, leading to a confrontation in an abandoned summer camp; Harrison
finds himself torn between two father figures who can lead him down two different paths; Angela makes
some disturbing discoveries.

Sanford Bookstaver, Directed by

The Endgame
Fairytale Wedding
A kidnapping orchestrated by Elena puts Val to the test as her past resurfaces and becomes a part of the
bigger play. The FBI Task Force contends with an unexpected turn of events in one of the banks.

Randy Zisk, Directed by
The Endgame
Pilot
Recently captured international arms dealer and criminal mastermind Elena Fedorova orchestrates a
number of coordinated bank heists throughout New York for a mysterious purpose. She may have met her
match, however, with principled and relentless FBI agent Val Turner, who will stop at nothing to foil her
plan.

Justin Lin, Directed by
The Equalizer
Chinatown
McCall and Mel work with a jaded ex-cop to find the killers of a beloved Chinese American restaurant
owner, who was the victim of a hate crime masked to look like an accidental electrical fire.

Christine Moore, Directed by
The Equalizer
D.W.B.
McCall races to find Dante when he’s abducted by a pair of panicked deputies who fear reprisal, after they
detained Dante without cause and used excessive force before realizing he’s a fellow cop. Alone and
injured, Dante experiences hallucinations that reveal his complicated childhood.

Solvan "Slick" Naim, Directed by
The Equalizer
Separated
McCall helps a deported woman track down her son after she was separated from him while seeking
asylum at the US border. McCall and Bishop exhaust every effort to get Harry released from prison.

Neema Barnette, Directed by
Euphoria
Stand Still Like The Hummingbird
Fate has a way of catching up with those who try to outrun it. After being confronted about her drug
usage, Rue makes a run for it, attempting to escape another bout in rehab.

Sam Levinson, Directed by

Evil
S Is For Silence
The team is dispatched to a monastery to investigate the corpse of Father Thomas, whose body has not
decayed in the year following his death.

Robert King, Directed by
The Expanse
Babylon's Ashes
In the season finale, Inners and Belters fight side by side with the crew of the Rocinante in a last, massive,
desperate battle with Marco and his Free Navy, with the fate of the Solar System, the Ring Gates, and of all
humanity hanging in the balance.

Breck Eisner, Directed by
Fantasy Island
Hungry Christine; Mel Loves Ruby
Hungry Christine: A morning show anchor under pressure to look effortlessly perfect wants to eat as much
as she wants without gaining weight. Mel Loves Ruby: A loving old married couple want to relive their
youth for a weekend.

Adam Kane, Directed by
FBI
All That Glitters
After a young woman is murdered on her way home from a lavish yacht party, the team investigates who
she was and how she came to be surrounded by some of the most influential people in the world.

Alex Chapple, Directed by
FBI
Fear Nothing
OA confronts one of his biggest fears when the team discovers that sarin gas may have been sold to
terrorists.

Jon Cassar, Directed by
FBI: International
Close To The Sun
The fly team investigates an armory robbery linked to the IRA after a constable is killed with one of the
stolen guns in North Ireland. Meanwhile Kellett, and the rest of the investigation, relies on her confidence
and trust in her informant.

Rob J. Greenlea, Directed by

FBI: International
Shouldn't Have Left Her
When Raines’s sister goes missing in Kosovo, he must go rogue to find her, putting his job and his life on
the line. Also, Kellett and Forrester face further scrutiny from inside the Bureau.

Michael Katleman, Directed by
FBI: Most Wanted
Gladiator
The team investigates when a professional basketball player’s wife, a famous lifestyle guru, is murdered.
Meanwhile, Kristin and her ex-husband grow closer.

Tess Malone, Directed by
FBI: Most Wanted
Run-Hide-Fight
Jess and Barnes’ holiday shopping expedition with their families turns into a nightmare when the mall is
attacked by a group of gunmen.

Ken Girotti, Directed by
Flack
Danny
Danny and Dev are Britain’s number one TV presenting duo, but things are starting to fall apart. Danny
has demons and addictions that the press know about, and Dev wants shot of him so he can become a star
in his own right.

Stephen Moyer, Directed by
Foundation
The Leap
An unexpected ally helps Salvor broker an alliance. A confrontation between the Brothers leads to
unthinkable consequences.

David S. Goyer, Directed by
From
Long Day's Journey Into Night
The Matthews’ family road trip takes a horrifying turn when they are detoured to a small pastoral town
from which they cannot leave. When their family RV crashes, Sheriff Boyd Stevens and other residents
rush to save them before the sun goes down.

Jack Bender, Directed by
Gentleman Jack
I’m Not The Other Woman, She Is
Anne Lister’s determination to draw a line under her relationship with Mariana Lawton is matched by
Mariana’s determination to win her back. Does Miss Walker have reason to worry?

Amanda Brotchie, Director

Gentleman Jack
It’s Not Illegal
Anne and Ann’s marriage is in serious danger when Captain Sutherland arrives from Scotland determined
to destroy Anne Lister’s reputation.

Fergus O'Brien, Director
Gentleman Jack
Tripe All Over The Place, Presumably
Anne Lister throws herself into public life in Halifax but privately struggles to resist Mariana Lawton’s
magnetic pull.

Edward Hall, Director
The Gilded Age
Let The Tournament Begin
Marian’s grand plan is threatened. Bertha and Mrs. Astor lock horns over Gladys’ debut. Peggy is stunned
by a major reveal.

Michael Engler, Directed by
The Girl In The Woods
The Lure
As Carrie confronts her brutal past, the three teens risk their lives to try to stop the Hypnotist.

Krysten Ritter, Directed by
The Girl In The Woods
One Door Closes
When the trio splits up, each teen comes face-to-face with a new horror.

Jacob Chase, Directed by
Goliath
Hadleyville
Billy returns to his Big Law roots after Patty takes a job at a prestigious white-shoe law firm in San
Francisco. Together, they try to take down one of America’s most insidious Goliaths: the opioid industry.

Billy Bob Thornton, Directed by
The Good Doctor
New Beginnings
Shaun and Lea's upcoming engagement party has everyone in a festive mood after their return from
Guatemala. Meanwhile, a young single mother learns her son may have contracted his cancer from a
surprising source, and Mateo finds out if his previous issues in America will be resolved.

Mike Listo, Directed by

The Good Doctor
Sons
Shaun and Lea plan to marry at a courthouse, until Glassman and Jordan throw them a surprise wedding
on the hospital rooftop, officiated by Andrews. Lim and Villanueva are stabbed by Villanueva's abusive ex.

David Shore, Directed by
Good Girls
Thank You For Your Support
Beth runs for City Council as tensions rise between Nick and Rio. Nancy, down on her luck, offers Annie
some unlikely relationship advice. Ruby becomes suspicious of Stan's new venture.

Ken Whittingham, Directed by
Good Sam
Pilot
Good Sam stars Sophia Bush and Jason Isaacs in a drama about Doctor Sam Griffith (Bush), a gifted heart
surgeon who excels in her role as Chief of Surgery after her boss falls into a coma. Complicating matters is
that the arrogant Doctor “Griff” also happens to be her father.

Tamra Davis, Directed by
Gossip Girl
Just Another Girl On MTA
As the school year begins for New York’s elite, a new student at Constance St. Jude’s finds herself thrust
into the spotlight, while a mysterious presence threatens to shake the status quo.

Karena Evans, Directed by
Grey's Anatomy
Bottle Up And Explode
The Grey Sloan doctors spring into action after an explosion rocks Seattle, with the incoming trauma
hitting close to home. Owen experiences PTSD after the explosion. Bailey is concerned for Ben after she
cannot get a hold of him. In Minnesota, Meredith and Amelia meet up with a familiar face.

Lindsay Cohen, Directed by
Grey's Anatomy
You Are The Blood
The blood shortage at Grey Sloan Memorial continues. Meanwhile, Meredith makes a risky decision
regarding a patient, and Owen's actions to help his fellow veterans come to light.

Debbie Allen, Directed by

Halo
Contact
The year 2552. In the on-going war between humans and the Alien Covenant, Master Chief John-117 and
his team of super-soldier Spartans battle an enemy contingent on the planet Madrigal. In the aftermath,
John discovers a mysterious and ancient object which changes his view of the war, and of himself.

Otto Bathurst, Directed by
Hanna
Grape Vines And Orange Trees
Hanna breaks protocol and visits Abbas at his safehouse. Marissa recognizes The Chairman from Hanna’s
photo. As Hanna and Marissa plan to sabotage the next assassination, a small mistake raises suspicion.
Carmichael is outed as a traitor which leads to Hanna and Marissa being ambushed.

Sacha Polak, Directed by
Heels
Double Turn
The culmination of all Jack’s efforts finally pays off as the DWL is featured on the biggest stage in its
history, but when outside-the-ring drama enters the squared circle, there’s a lot more on the line than the
championship belt.

Pete Segal, Directed by
Hightown
Fresh As A Daisy
Jackie abandons her stakeout for a fiery confrontation. Ray is once again humiliated, and does what he can
to get back on the force.

Monica Raymund, Directed by
Hightown
Houston, We Have A Problem
After falling off the wagon, Jackie Quiñones (Monica Raymund) throws herself into the investigation of
Daisy's death, as a means to forget her recent misgivings. But will her state of mind help her prove her
theory, or cloud it with paranoia and uncertainty?

Antonio Negret, Directed by
Hit & Run
Pilot
A seemingly happy marriage is shattered when the wife is hit and killed by a car in Tel Aviv. The husband
discovers it was no accident. He also discovers his wife was not who he thought she was. A spy thriller in
the murky world of international espionage.

Mike Barker, Directed by

Home Before Dark
The Biggest Life
Tragedy strikes the Lisko family. Hilde loses her paper. Izzy takes a stand.

Howard Deutch, Directed by
A House Divided
All Acts Get Old
Carissa comes to terms with who she is and what she has done and who she is as Alexis plots against her.
Brad finally gets the showdown he wants.

Honesty J Edwards, Directed by
Dan Garcia, Directed by
A House Divided
Why The Sudden Rush?
Plots and Schemes come to a bitter end as the Sanders Family destroys itself from within.

Dan Garcia, Directed by
Mike Mayhall, Directed by
Invasion
Last Day
Across the globe, strange and unexplainable events begin to unfold. A small-town sheriff senses something
bigger is at play.

Jakob Verbruggen, Directed by
Joe Pickett
Endangered
While Joe frantically rushes to the hospital, will Sheridan be able to recall her survival skills to escape an
unhinged predator?

Drew Dowdle, Directed by
Kevin Can F**K Himself
Broken
Nick's timeline shifts as Allison and Patty prepare for the big night. Kevin, Neil and Pete start a band, but
Neil gets paranoid that Kevin has other plans when he finds a fertility clinic brochure in the trash. Tammy
and Patty get closer.

Anna Dokoza, Directed by
Kevin Can F**K Himself
Living The Dream
Kevin throws his annual “Anniversa-rager” party with help from Patty, Neil and Pete. After Patty reveals
the truth about her bank accounts, Allison goes on a bender and makes a decision to take back control of
her life.

Oz Rodriguez, Directed by

Killing Eve
Hello, Losers
Eve and Villanelle focus on a shared mission. Carolyn returns as a traitor and needs to use her intel as
leverage.

Stella Corradi, Directed by
Killing Eve
It's Agony And I'm Ravenous
Eve uncovers the identity of her target. Villanelle gets her mojo back! A lead takes Carolyn to Cuba; she
goes rogue.

Anu Menon, Directed by
Killing Eve
Oh Goodie, I'm The Winner
Eve and Villanelle are reunited before they pursue their missions. Carolyn faces a ghost from her past to
get answers.

Emily Atef, Directed by
The L Word: Generation Q
Late To The Party
Bette is forced to navigate major changes. Shane is pulled into LA's poker scene. Alice and Nat readjust to
couple-hood. Sophie, Dani and Finley must deal with the fallout of Sophie's decision. Micah navigates his
new normal.

Marja-Lewis Ryan, Directed by
La Brea
Pilot
When a massive sinkhole opens in Los Angeles, the Harris family is split in two. Eve and her son are sent
to a mysterious primeval world. Gavin discovers that the visions that have plagued him for years might
hold the key to bringing them home.

Thor Freudenthal, Directed by
Law & Order
Black & Blue
The murder of an off-duty NYPD detective threatens to tear the city apart. Cosgrove mourns the loss of a
friend and asks Capt. Benson for help solving the case. McCoy and Price disagree on how to prosecute the
culprit, sparking sharp condemnation from all sides.

Eriq La Salle, Directed by

Law & Order
The Right Thing
Newly acquainted partners Bernard and Cosgrove investigate the murder of a notorious entertainer; a
dispute over throwing out a confession creates a rift in the DA's office.

Jean de Segonzac, Directed by
Law & Order: Organized Crime
The Christmas Episode
When Eli goes missing, Stabler asks Benson and the task force to help him find his son. Wheatley considers
his future. Guest starring Mariska Hargitay, Raul Esparza and Yancey Arias.

Fred Berner, Directed by
Law & Order: Organized Crime
Takeover
Bell’s task force investigates the connection between Congressman Kilbride and the Marcy Organization.
Stabler makes new friends with a group of close-knit cops. Nova receives a promotion just as her two
worlds begin to collide.

John Polson, Directed by
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit
Silent Night, Hateful Night
The SVU is called in to help investigate a wave of hate crimes on Christmas Eve. Rollins catches up with an
old flame. Guest starring Donal Logue, Ari’el Stachel and Jason Biggs.

Norberto Barba, Directed by
The Lincoln Lawyer
He Rides Again
Following a personal and professional spiral, Los Angeles defense lawyer Mickey Haller receives an
unexpected opportunity from a fellow attorney.

Liz Friedlander, Directed by
Locke & Key
Past Is Prologue
Gabe insinuates himself into Tyler’s search for the Memory Key as Kinsey resolves to find out what’s going
on with Eden. Bode visits an old friend.

Carlton Cuse, Directed by
Loki
Journey Into Mystery
Loki tries to escape The Void, a desolate purgatory where he meets variant versions of himself.

Kate Herron, Directed by

Long Slow Exhale
Fast Break
Following a shocking death, J.C. turns to a trusted ally for help. Meanwhile, the team must put aside their
differences to save one of their own.

Anton Cropper, Directed by
Lost In Space
Trust
As the battle for Alpha Centauri unfolds, the Robinsons and their friends risk everything to restore peace
and pave the way for a better future.

Jabbar Raisani, Directed by
Lucifer
Partners 'Til The End
Desperate to rescue Rory, Lucifer and Chloe confront her kidnapper with guns and wings blazing. Lucifer
finally comes to terms with his purpose.

Sherwin Shilati, Directed by
The Man Who Fell To Earth
Hallo Spaceboy
An alien crashes deep into the oil fields of New Mexico with a mission: to find the one woman on earth who
can save his species. Together they discover in order to save his world, they must first save ours. Series
premiere.

Alex Kurtzman, Directed by
Mayans M.C.
The Calling Of Saint Matthew
A proposed alliance promises to return the M.C. to its former glory.

Brett Dos Santos, Directed by
Mayans M.C.
Cleansing Of The Temple
War descends on Santo Padre.

Elgin James, Directed by
Mayor Of Kingstown
The Devil Is Us
Kyle and Kingstown PD try to make sense of the crime scene. Mike takes matters into his own hands. Sam
makes a costly mistake.

Clark Johnson, Directed by

A Million Little Things
Fingers Crossed
In this episode, as Gary awaits the test results from his cancer biopsy, he spends an evening at game night
with his friends, trying to forget.

DJ Nash, Directed by
The Morning Show
La Amara Vita
Alex travels to Lake Como, Italy to finally find closure with Mitch.

Mimi Leder, Directed by
The Morning Show
Laura
Bradley covers the start of campaign season while Alex prepares for her big moment.

Lesli Linka Glatter, Directed by
The Morning Show
A Private Person
The Morning Show welcomes a new face. Bradley gets a surprise visit.

Rachel Morrison, Directed by
My Brilliant Friend: Those Who Leave And Those Who Stay
Becoming
After receiving shocking news from Lila about Elisa, Elena cuts the family holiday short to return to Naples.

Daniele Luchetti, Directed by
NCIS: Los Angeles
Sundown
Sam negotiates and Rountree goes undercover, when a man takes a busload of hostages and threatens to
blow it up unless his daughter's war crimes are posthumously cleared.

Suzanne Misako Saltz, Directed by
New Amsterdam
Death Begins In Radiology
Reynolds receives a dramatic offer. Max scours the hospital after he misplaces his wedding ring. Iggy
contemplates a serious life change. Bloom learns some potentially life-changing news about Leyla.

Peter Horton, Directed by

New Amsterdam
More Joy
Max and Sharpe wake up to a new, more personal dynamic. Iggy calls upon an old contact to help with an
explosive situation. Bloom begins a tricky dynamic with her new Emergency Department residents.
Reynolds finds himself in an awkward position.

Michael Slovis, Directed by
Night Sky
To The Stars
Irene and Franklin York have a secret: a chamber buried in their backyard which leads to a strange,
deserted planet. But surprising revelations make them reevaluate what they think they know about it.

Juan José Campanella, Directed by
9-1-1
Panic
A series of ransomware threats leads to emergencies for the 118.

Brad Buecker, Directed by
9-1-1: Lone Star
In The Unlikely Event Of An Emergency
T.K.'s mother has an emergency, so Owen and T.K. travel to New York.

John Gray, Directed by
9-1-1: Lonestar
Parental Guidance
The 126 race to the rescue when a medieval-themed restaurant suffers carbon monoxide poisoning. The
crew is worried that Paul still has not mentally recovered from his surgery. Mateo is offered a promotion by
his old fire captain.

Ben Hernandez Bray, Directed by
Nine Perfect Strangers
Earth Day
Forced to live “off of the land” on Earth Day, tension within the group erupts as treatment intensifies and
hunger pains set in.

Jonathan Levine, Directed by
One Of Us Is Lying
One Of Us Is Dancing!
At the Homecoming dance, the "Bayview Four" look for evidence against their main suspect in Simon’s
murder.

Ben Semanoff, Directed by

One Of Us Is Lying
Pilot
On the first day of school at Bayview High, five students enter detention, but only four come out alive and
all of them have secrets to kill for.

Jennifer Morrison, Directed by
Our Kind Of People
Crabs In A Gold Plated Barrel
Angela deals with the tabloids after her paternity secret is revealed. Ange's best friend arrives to help her
with the grand opening of her store. Teddy confides in Leah. Nikki and Taylor get closer.

Princess Monique Filmz, Directed by
Our Kind Of People
Fathers, Daughters, Sisters
Teddy suffers a heart attack, along with the pangs of conscience around his brother's death. Leah and
Angela bond over Teddy's illness and their newfound enemy Alex, who makes moves to win back
Raymond. Tyrique looks for answers about his father, and Nikki meets her father for the first time.

Joe Morton, Directed by
Outer Banks
The Coastal Venture
John B, Pope, JJ and Kiara brace for a showdown on board the ship, while Sarah realizes the harsh truth of
her distressing family situation.

Jonas Pate, Directed by
Outer Range
The Loss
Royal leads Sheriff Joy to Trevor’s body. After informing the Tillerson family, the sheriff interrogates Maria,
Rhett and Perry separately, pitting them against each other. Wayne’s ex-wife Patricia arrives to grieve
Trevor. Royal threatens the county assessor. Royal comes upon Autumn playing poker, leading to a highstakes game between them.

Jennifer Getzinger, Directed by
Outer Range
The Soil
Royal embarks on a quest to investigate the elusive dark mineral that is present on his land, only to
intensify his growing rivalry with Autumn.

Amy Seimetz, Directed by

Outer Range
The West
Season finale. The Abbott family faces a grand reckoning over the course of a single day as the showdown
between Royal and Autumn culminates, unearthing a shattering revelation.

Lawrence Trilling, Directed by
Outlander
Sticks And Stones
Claire tries to overcome her demons as a nefarious rumor begins to spread on the Ridge.

Jamie Payne, Directed by
Ozark
The Cousin Of Death
Devastated by a tremendous loss, Ruth heads to Chicago to enact revenge as Marty tries to talk her out of
doing something she may regret.

Amanda Marsalis, Directed by
Ozark
Ellie
The Senator extends an olive branch--with a twist. Ruth and Marty scramble to rebuy the drugs Darlene
sold. Charlotte ponders life after high school.

Alik Sakharov, Directed by
Ozark
A Hard Way To Go
Every desperate deal. Every broken promise. Every bloody murder. Eager to leave their murky past
behind, the Byrdes make a final bid for freedom.

Jason Bateman, Directed by
Ozark
Pound Of Flesh And Still Kickin'
Ruth makes a play for the casino with some help from a familiar face. Wendy cozies up to Omar's sister
and arranges a meeting with Clare

Laura Linney, Directed by
Ozark
You're The Boss
With Navarro in prison, Marty becomes the temporary boss of the cartel. When an attempt is made on
Navarro's life, Marty is forced to order a kill, as Wendy struggles to keep the Byrde foundation alive back in
the States.

Melissa Hickey, Directed by

Pachinko
Chapter Four
Newlywed Sunja embarks on an epic journey that takes her far from the comforts of home. Solomon gets
ready for his big day.

Justin Chon, Directed by
Pachinko
Chapter One
In 1920s Korea, Yangjin and Hoonie shield their only child, Sunja, from the realities of life under colonial
rule. In 1989, Solomon closes a big deal.

Kogonada, Directed by
Pieces Of Her
Episode 1
Andy’s 30th birthday lunch is interrupted by a shocking act of violence. After her mom’s stunning response
goes viral, a threat emerges in their home.

Minkie Spiro, Directed by
The Porter
Episode 101
Train porters and best friends Junior Massey and Zeke Garrett are galvanized to take different – and
dangerous – actions after a tragedy occurs on the job.

Charles Officer, Directed by
The Porter
Episode 108
Junior tries to eliminate his greatest threats. Marlene’s efforts to reconcile with Fay could be too late. Lucy
faces the consequences of her betrayal. Zeke makes a final plea for union integration.

R.T. Thorne, Directed by
Power Book II: Ghost
Drug Related
Davis advises Tariq on the best way to protect himself against Jenny and Saxe questions what lines Davis
crossed in doing so. Carrie realizes her own actions have put her students in harm’s way.

Shana Stein, Directed by
Power Book III: Raising Kanan
Paid In Full
As the situation in the neighborhood turns dire, Raq scrambles to get Kanan out of harm’s way.

Rob Hardy, Directed by

Power Book IV: Force
Trust
When Tommy learns a notorious mob has put a target on his back, he must turn to an unlikely resource to
assemble an army of hitters.

Carl Seaton, Directed by
Queen Sugar
And You Would Be One Of Them
Charley makes a decision about her future with Davis. Micah and Isaiah discuss their friendship. The
Bordelon family develops a plan to save their land. Darla gives birth.

Shaz Bennett, Directed by
Raised By Wolves
King
Sue resorts to prayer in her desperation to cure Paul, Father’s project takes on new life, and hope is briefly
renewed for Marcus and his followers.

Alex Gabassi, Directed by
Reacher
Welcome To Margrave
Reacher is wrongly accused of murder while visiting the small town of Margrave, GA.

Thomas Vincent, Directed by
The Resident
The Long And Winding Road
When an accident brings Nic into the Chastain emergency room, Conrad and the rest of the doctors must
deal with her life-threatening injuries; The Raptor and Leela deal with a patient returning with the longterm effects of COVID-19.

Rob Corn, Directed by
S.W.A.T.
Donor
When hospital employees are targeted by a gunman the S.W.A.T. team races to find a grieving father
whose son was denied a kidney transplant; Hondo searches for evidence behind an alarming rise in Los
Angeles stash houses.

Lina Esco, Directed by
S.W.A.T.
Safe House
When an undocumented woman is violently abducted, the team forms an unlikely alliance to try and bring
her home alive.

Alex Rusell, Directed by

S.W.A.T.
Vagabundo
In the aftermath of his decision to speak out in the press, Hondo retreats to a quiet town in Mexico to
reassess his life and professional future, only to find himself reluctantly drawn into one local family's fight
for justice.

Billy Gierhart, Directed by
SEAL Team
All Bravo Stations
Bravo must make a daring escape before they can put Venezuela in their rearview mirror, but they find
themselves on even less stable ground when they return home to Virginia Beach.

Christopher Chulack, Directed by
SEAL Team
Conspicuous Gallantry
After an op gone sideways lands the whole team in the hospital, Bravo must create a little chaos to stay
calm, while Clay tries to piece together what went wrong.

David Boreanaz, Directed by
SEE
Rock-a-bye
Baba and Edo lead their armies into an epic battle that builds to an intense face-off between the brothers.

Anders Engström, Directed by
Servant
Donkey
Three months after the attack, the Turners head down the shore. Left alone, Leanne has a more exciting
day than she anticipated.

M. Night Shyamalan, Directed by
Servant
Mama
Dorothy makes a desperate final plan.

Ishana Night Shyamalan, Directed by
Severance
The We We Are
The team discovers troubling revelations.

Ben Stiller, Directed by

Severance
The You You Are
Irving finds an intriguing book at work. Helly aggressively pursues a meeting with her Outie. Mark attends
a funeral with Ms. Selvig.

Aoife McArdle, Directed by
Sex/Life
The Wives Are In Connecticut
Frustrated by the waning passion in her marriage, Billie starts journaling about — and obsessing over —
her wild erotic exploits with ex-boyfriend Brad.

Patricia Rozema, Directed by
Shining Girls
Cutline
Kirby Mazrachi plans to leave home until the Chicago ‘92 flood exposes a body and potential suspect for
Kirby's attacker from years earlier giving her opportunity to stay, face her past, and uncover the truth but
the closer she gets she’s challenged by escalating shifting realities.

Michelle Maclaren, Directed by
Shining Girls
Offset
A fresh lead sparks a breakthrough in the story. After Kirby drops a bombshell on Marcus, she goes to help
a new friend.

Elisabeth Moss, Directed by
Shining Girls
Overnight
Kirby and Dan look to the past, uncovering multiple cold cases with puzzling similarities. Harper takes a
dangerous new interest in Dan.

Daina Reid, Directed by
The Sinner
Part I
Ambrose visits the town of Clark Harbor for a getaway and finds himself at the center of a tragedy.

Derek Simonds, Directed by
61st Street
Barefoot And Dangerous
Officer Logan begins to question his own department, while Lieutenant Brannigan presses Moses for a
confession. Franklin revisits the crime scene, finding a new angle for the defense.

Ramaa Mosley, Directed by

61st Street
Man On Fire
Franklin faces a setback. Moses takes the stand. A verdict is read.

Darren Grant, Directed by
61st Street
Over The Wall
Franklin gets sobering news while Moses reunites with an old acquaintance. Officer Logan gets a new
position. Norma holds a barbecue to raise money for Moses’ bail.

Ali Selim, Directed by
61st Street
Pilot
Track star Moses Johnson is swept up into a world of chaos, violence, and corrupt policing during a
presumed drug sting gone wrong. Public defender Franklin Roberts considers retirement and his impact on
the community.

Marta Cunningham, Directed by
Slow Horses
Failure's Contagious
River Cartwright is ousted from MI5 and finds himself in a place worse than purgatory: Slough House,
dumping ground for failed spies.

James Hawes, Directed by
Snowfall
Comets
It's the summer of 1986 and the Saint crew has leveled up. Franklin's personal and professional
relationships are flourishing, but a problem in the valley brings trouble to his door.

Ben Younger, Directed by
Snowfall
Fault Lines
Franklin is decimated. Teddy moves to secure his future. The family fractures.

Alonso Alvarez Barreda, Directed by
Snowfall
The Iliad: Parts 1 And 2
A brutal attack leaves the Saint crew in chaos.

Kevin Rodney Sullivan, Directed by

Snowpiercer
The Original Sinners
It all comes to a head as old adversaries clash, with New Eden hanging in the balance.

Christoph Schrewe, Directed by
Squid Game
Red Light, Green Light
Hoping to win easy money, a broke and desperate Gi-hun agrees to take part in an enigmatic game. Not
long into the first round, unforeseen horrors unfold.

Hwang Dong-hyuk, Directed by
Star Trek: Discovery
Kobayashi Maru
After months spent reconnecting the Federation with distant worlds, Captain Michael Burnham and the
crew of the U.S.S. Discovery are sent to assist a damaged space station - a seemingly routine mission that
reveals the existence of a terrifying new threat.

Olatunde Osunsanmi, Directed by
Star Trek: Discovery
Stormy Weather
Seeking answers, the U.S.S. Discovery ventures into a subspace rift created by the Dark Matter Anomaly.
Meanwhile, Book faces a strange visitor from his past.

Jonathan Frakes, Directed by
Star Trek: Picard
The Star Gazer
Starfleet must once again call on Jean-Luc Picard after members of his former crew—Cristóbal Rios, Seven
of Nine, Raffi Musiker, and Dr Agnes Jurati—discover an anomaly in space that threatens the galaxy.

Doug Aarniokoski, Directed by
Star Trek: Picard
Watcher
With time running out to save the future, Picard takes matters into his own hands and seeks out an old
friend for help. Rios ends up on the wrong side of the law. Jurati makes a deal with the Borg Queen.

Lea Thompson, Directed by
Star Trek: Strange New Worlds
Strange New Worlds
When one of Pike’s officers goes missing while on a secret mission for Starfleet, Pike has to come out of
self-imposed exile. He must navigate how to rescue his officer, while struggling with what to do with the
vision of the future he’s been given.

Akiva Goldsman, Directed by

Stranger Things
Chapter Four: Dear Billy
Max is in grave danger... and running out of time. A patient at Pennhurst asylum has visitors. Elsewhere, in
Russia, Hopper is hard at work.

Shawn Levy, Directed by
Stranger Things
Chapter Seven: The Massacre At Hawkins Lab
As Hopper braces to battle a monster, Dustin dissects Vecna's motives — and decodes a message from
beyond. El finds strength in a distant memory.

The Duffer Brothers, Directed by
Succession
All The Bells Say
Roman liaises between Matsson and Logan but is increasingly excluded from Logan’s thinking. On
Caroline’s wedding day, it becomes clear that Logan is selling Waystar to Matsson. Shiv, Roman and
Kendall ally to halt the sale but a tip-off from Tom allows Logan to brutally nullify the coup.

Mark Mylod, Directed by
Succession
The Disruption
Kendall attempts to plant a flag, turning up unannounced at Waystar HQ. Logan implores Shiv to publicly
discredit him, and, after Kendall ruins Shiv’s Waystar townhall, Shiv publishes an eviscerating open letter
against Kendall. Tom offers to go to prison in Logan’s stead. The FBI raid the uncooperative Waystar.

Cathy Yan, Directed by
Succession
Lion In The Meadow
The shareholders’ meeting looming, Logan and Kendall are forced to visit activist shareholder Josh
Aaronson, putting on an uneasy display of family unity to try and secure Josh’s vote. Shiv struggles to
establish her authority at Waystar. Roman decides against publicizing a mutually destructive, historic
incident from Kendall’s bachelor party

Robert Pulcini, Directed by
Shari Springer Berman, Directed by
Succession
Retired Janitors Of Idaho
Control of the company is on the line at the annual shareholder’s meeting. Sandy proposes a last-minute
settlement that Logan rejects, a risky move which turns nightmarish when it transpires Logan’s UTI has
warped his faculties. Shiv strikes a new settlement to suit her interests, and later incurs Logan’s wrath.

Kevin Bray, Directed by

Succession
Too Much Birthday
Kendall’s battle against Logan is on the rocks with the DOJ indicating no one, Tom included, will go to
prison. Kendall hosts a dizzyingly extravagant birthday party, which exacerbates his malaise. There, Tom
broods with Greg, while Shiv and Roman vie to connect with Matsson, tech visionary CEO of Gojo.

Lorene Scafaria, Directed by
Succession
What It Takes
Logan is kingmaker at a conservative political conference; potential presidential candidates pay court to
secure Logan’s backing. Shiv proposes a moderate candidate, Connor himself, and Roman back the
incendiary Mencken. Logan chooses Mencken, thus humiliating Shiv. Meanwhile Kendall frustrated to learn
the papers lack legal weight, fires Lisa.

Andrij Parekh, Directed by
Suspicion
The Devil You Know
Eddie teams up with Aadesh to clear their names. Natalie helps Vanessa and Scott in their quest. Katherine
faces pressure to tell the truth.

Stefan Schwartz, Directed by
Suspicion
Persons Of Interest
An international manhunt ignites when the son of U.S. media mogul Katherine Newman is violently
kidnapped.

Chris Long, Directed by
Swagger
#Radicals
Six months after the season shutdown, Swagger DMV embark on a road trip and play in a tournament
where they’re confronted with racism.

Reggie Rock Bythewood, Directed by
Sweet Magnolias
Casseroles And Casualties
In the waiting room, the families gather for news from the doctors, and Ty’s plans for the season change.
Over margaritas, Helen shares an announcement.

Norman Buckley, Directed by

Sweet Magnolias
If Thou Wilt, Remember
More than margaritas are shaken up as Cal’s past resurfaces, an unsavory acquaintance returns to
Serenity, and Helen faces a life-changing decision.

Mary Lou Belli, Directed by
Tehran
Blood Funeral
Tamar doesn’t know who to trust. A cat-and-mouse game leads to deadly consequences.

Daniel Syrkin, Directed by
This Is Us
Don't Let Me Keep You
Jack journeys to Ohio for his mother’s funeral and starts to reckon with guilt, grief, and the realization of
just how complicated his relationship with her truly was.

Jessica Yu, Directed by
This Is Us
Four Fathers
Jack, Randall, Kevin and Toby struggle to connect with their children.

Jon Huertas, Directed by
This Is Us
The Guitar Man
Kevin takes the twins to the cabin in hopes of proving himself as a father while Cassidy faces the hidden
scars of war.

Milo Ventimiglia, Directed by
This Is Us
Heart And Soul
Kevin visits the construction site. Malik and Deja share controversial news at dinner.

Chris Sullivan, Directed by
This Is Us
The Hill
Kate visits Toby.

Mandy Moore, Directed by

This Is Us
Miguel
The life and death of Miguel Rivas from Puerto Rico to Pittsburgh. A story of assimilation, redemption, and
finding peace in death.

Zetna Fuentes, Directed by
This Is Us
The Train
As the Pearson family gathers at Rebecca’s bedside to say goodbye, she imagines herself traveling on a
train where she relives moments from her past and encounters old friends.

Ken Olin, Directed by
Titans
Hank & Dove
Jason attaches a bomb to Hank's heart. The Titans have less than four hours to find the detonator.

Millicent Shelton, Directed by
Tokyo Vice
The Test
Hired as Meicho Shimbun’s first American crime reporter, Jake Adelstein is quickly tasked with covering two
cases that initially appear unrelated, but soon stakes his career – and life – on connecting the dots.

Michael Mann, Directed by
Tokyo Vice
Yoshino
While Samantha risks it all for Polina’s safe return, Sato is forced to mix business with pleasure. As Katagiri
devises a plan to finally take down Tozawa, Jake is confronted by the crime boss’s men.

Alan Poul, Directed by
The Tourist
Episode Five
As figures from his past converge, The Man finds himself face to face with an old acquaintance. Later, The
Man is sent on an unsettling mental journey.

Daniel Nettheim, Directed by
The Tourist
Episode One
When a man wakes up in the Australian outback with no memory, he must use the few clues he has to
discover his identity before his past catches up with him.

Chris Sweeney, Directed by

Truth Be Told
Last Exit...Oakland
Grappling with the aftermath of the attack, Poppy interviews Micah on her podcast and gets to the bottom
of the case.

Mikkel Nørgaard, Directed by
Vikings: Valhalla
The Greenlanders
Plotting to avenge a massacre in England, Viking armies converge in Kattegat — but siblings Leif and
Freydis exact a different kind of retribution.

Niels Arden Oplev, Directed by
Vikings: Valhalla
Miracle
Schemes, betrayals and politics rule the day as a new monarch takes the throne of England. Leif is hailed
as a hero but secretly questions his faith.

Hannah Quinn, Directed by
Virgin River
Jack And Jill
Jack and Mel argue about their relationship and their future while competing in the Lumberjack Games.
Brie opens up about her painful breakup.

Martin Wood, Directed by
Virgin River
Take My Breath Away
Doc and Mel help Christopher and Preacher with a medical emergency. After an angry confrontation, Jack
focuses his energy on a romantic gesture.

Monika Mitchell, Directed by
The Walking Dead
Trust
The most precious item to have after an apocalypse isn't a weapon or food or shelter... it's trust. Because
in the world of the Walking Dead, being able to trust another person might be the difference between life
and death.

Lily Mariye, Directed by
The Wheel Of Time
Leavetaking
A strange noblewoman arrives in a remote mountain village, claiming one of five youths is the
reincarnation of an ancient power who once destroyed the world and will do so again, if she’s not able to
discover which of them it is. But they have less time than they think.

Uta Briesewitz, Directed by

The Wilds
Day 42/15
The boys continue to battle against the dangerous predator, and this time they plan a coordinated attack.
A birthday on the girls’ island puts everyone but Rachel in celebratory spirits.

Nima Nourizadeh, Directed by
The Wilds
Day 46/26
Now that they’ve expelled an alleged criminal, the boys clash over how much mercy to show him. Ivan’s
past choices back home have impacted his life and those around him. Over on the girls’ island, Leah’s mind
starts playing tricks on her, while Martha’s past comes back to haunt her.

Ben C. Lucas, Directed by
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
Pieces Of A Man
As the Lakers head to Palm Springs for the start of training camp, Buss finds himself in over his head
financially, and the team's new coaches struggle to prove their vision for a groundbreaking method of play.
Meanwhile, Jeanie works to bring her father's flair to the Forum.

Tanya Hamilton, Directed by
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
Promised Land
Down two men and with the 1980 NBA Championship on the line, the outnumbered Lakers look to an
unlikely source for inspiration. In Philly, Earvin faces off against his role-model-turned-rival Dr. J, while in
LA, Haywood grapples with his own worst enemy: himself.

Salli Richardson-Whitfield, Directed by
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
The Swan
1979. Businessman Jerry Buss stakes his fortune on purchasing the lackluster NBA's Los Angeles Lakers.
Meanwhile, the team's head coach, Jerry West, bristles at the prospect of drafting college phenom Earvin
Johnson – who must decide if he's ready to live up to the mantle of his nickname: Magic.

Adam McKay, Directed by
Winning Time: The Rise Of The Lakers Dynasty
Who The F**k Is Jack Mckinney
The Lakers are going to a training camp in Palm Springs; Buss is struggling financially; the new team
coaches implement a groundbreaking idea.

Damian Marcano, Directed by

The Witcher
A Grain Of Truth
Geralt sets off with Ciri on a journey that leads him to an old friend. After the Battle of Sodden, Tissaia
shows no mercy in her search for information.

Stephen Surjik, Directed by
Wu-Tang: An American Saga
Protect Ya Neck
The Clan digs deep to make a perfect record to take the industry by storm.

Mario Van Peebles, Directed by
Y: The Last Man
The Day Before
On the eve of the worst crisis in human history, Congresswoman Jennifer Brown clashes with the President.
Her children Yorick and Hero reach an emotional crossroads. None of them know their lives are about to
change forever.

Louise Friedberg, Directed by
Y: The Last Man
Weird Al Is Dead
Yorick, Agent 355 and Dr. Mann hit a snag on their way to San Francisco. Jennifer clashes with former
cabinet secretary Regina Oliver. Hero is seduced by a charismatic leader as Sam and Nora grapple with a
dangerous group of survivors.

Destiny Ekaragha, Directed by
Yellowjackets
F Sharp
The teens get their bearings as Misty finds hell on earth quite becoming. In the present: revenge, sex
homework and the policeman formerly known as Goth.

Jamie Travis, Directed by
Yellowjackets
Pilot
On the eve of a fateful flight, a championship high school girls soccer squad celebrates being a team by
betraying one another. 25 years later, the survivors do their best imitations of well-adjusted people.

Karyn Kusama, Directed by
Yellowstone
All I See Is You
John seeks revenge with help from some unexpected allies. Kayce solves a problem with an unconventional
method. Beth gives Carter his options. Jimmy prepares for a change.

Guy Ferland, Directed by

Yellowstone
Half The Money
The coordinated attack on the Duttons continues as everyone searches for answers on who is responsible;
Rip delivers on a promise.

Stephen Kay, Directed by
Yellowstone
I Want To Be Him
Beth confronts her father’s houseguest. Kayce and his family search for a new home. Jamie seeks answers
from Garrett. Lloyd loses his cool.

Christina Alexandra Voros, Directed by
Yellowstone
Keep The Wolves Close
John is put in an awkward position by Gov. Perry; Carter works to earn back Beth's trust; Jamie is in for a
big surprise.

Taylor Sheridan, Directed by
You
What Is Love?
As news permeates the community about a recent murder, Joe looks toward a future with Marienne — but
hell hath no fury like Love scorned.

Silver Tree, Directed by

End of Category

Outstanding Directing For A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie
Adventures In Christmasing
Parker Baldwin, a successful talk show host, finds her Christmas plans change when she spends three days
in the wild with television survivalist Finn Holt. When they find themselves stranded in the wild with no
food, shelter, or ability to communicate, they realize life is the greatest adventure.
Troy Scott, Directed by
American Horror Stories
Ba’al
A wife does the unthinkable for a chance at a successful pregnancy.

Sanaa Hamri, Directed by
American Horror Stories
Drive In
A screening of a forbidden film has disastrous consequences.

Eduardo Sanchez, Directed by
American Horror Stories
Feral
A family goes on a camping trip unaware of what is lurking in the woods.

Manny Coto, Directed by
American Horror Stories
Game Over
A couple dares to spend a night in one of the most infamous haunted houses.

Liz Friedlander, Directed by
American Horror Story: Double Feature
Blue Moon
An unexpected visitor arrives at the White House and reveals the details of the horrific plan.

Laura Belsey, Directed by
John J. Gray, Directed by
American Horror Story: Double Feature
Gaslight
Harry struggles to keep Alma under control. Doris is pushed past her limits.

John Gray, Directed by

American Horror Story: Double Feature
Inside
The President struggles with the morality of a deal he must make.

Tessa Blake, Directed by
American Horror Story: Double Feature
Take Me To Your Leader
A group of college students on a camping trip are swept up in a horrifying and deadly conspiracy decades
in the making.

Max Winkler, Directed by
Anatomy Of A Scandal
Sophie's privileged life as the wife of powerful politician James unravels when scandalous secrets surface —
and he stands accused of a shocking crime.
SJ Clarkson, Directed by
Angela Black
In this psychological thriller, nothing is as it seems as Angela Black tries to save herself and her children
from danger, leading Angela to doubt everything she thought she knew – including her own mind.
Craig Viveiros, Directed by
Angelyne
Dream Machine
Deep dives, punk shows, blood pacts, Corvettes, betrayals, smashed guitars, transformations; Angelyne
swallows a band and a man, whole.

Matt Spicer, Directed by
Angelyne
Gods And Fairies
Billboards, power plays, casting couches, jealous rivalries, fireworks, wild rides; Angelyne finds her vehicle
to fame.

Lucy Tcherniak, Directed by
Annie Live!
A young orphan opens the heart of billionaire Sir Oliver "Daddy" Warbucks.
Lear deBessonet, Directed by
Bingo Hell
A feisty senior citizen fights to protect her beloved neighborhood from an evil force that’s taken over the
local bingo hall and is killing the residents in gruesome ways.
Gigi Saul Guerrero, Directed by

Birds Of Paradise
Kate is an aspiring ballerina given a scholarship to attend a prestigious ballet school in Paris. Upon arrival
her confidence is tested by fellow dancer Marine who recently lost her brother. While confrontational at
first, their relationship evolves into an emotionally charged, competitive union beset by lies and sexual
awakening.
Sarah Adina Smith, Directed by
Black As Night
A resourceful teenage girl driven by revenge, alongside her trusted friends, spends her summer battling
vampires terrorizing her city of New Orleans.
Maritte Lee Go, Directed by
Book Of Love
Unsuccessful English writer Henry’s novel is a surprise hit in Mexico. Upon arrival for a promotional tour,
Henry discovers the reason behind his novel’s popularity - Mexican translator Maria has rewritten his dull
book into a steamy erotic novel. As tempers flare between them, the sparks begin to fly.
Analeine Cal Y Mayor, Directed by
Bottle Monster
Movie
An alcoholic mother trying to flee her life, moves to a new house with her young son where she must battle
her addiction as she is confronted by a real-life monster.

Marjorie DeHey, Directed by
Brand New Cherry Flavor
Tadpole Smoothie
If a weird door in the floor opens, why not go down it? As chaos reigns, Lou confronts Lisa. Clues to Boro's
past materialize. A new opening appears.

Matt Sobel, Directed by
Candy
Friday The 13th
A normal day in the life of Texas housewife Candy Montgomery is interrupted by a beguiling incident.
Meanwhile, Allan Gore, away on business, tries to contact his eerily absent wife Betty.

Michael Uppendahl, Directed by
Candy
Overkill
Candy and Allan's affair begins. Betty is pregnant and finds a surprising source of support in Candy. Betty
and Allan become closer while attending Marriage Encounter.

Ben Semanoff, Directed by

Chip 'n Dale: Rescue Rangers
Chip ‘n Dale: Rescue Rangers is a hybrid live-action/CG animated action-comedy that catches up with the
former television stars, the much-loved chipmunks Chip and Dale, in modern-day Los Angeles.
Akiva Schaffer, Directed by
Clickbait
The Brother
With the truth now out about Sarah Burton, focus shifts to her brother, Simon, as questions arise about
how far a grieving, protective brother would go.

Ben Young, Directed by
Clickbait
The Sister
Pia Brewer races to find Nick when he appears in an online video, bloodied and holding a sign that reads:
“At 5 million views I die."

Brad Anderson, Directed by
Colin In Black & White
Cornrows
Inspired by his basketball idol, eighth grader Colin embraces his individuality and hip-hop culture in a way
that startles his parents and coaches.

Ava DuVernay, Directed by
Come From Away
Come From Away tells the story of 7,000 people stranded in the small town of Gander, Newfoundland after
all flights into the US are grounded on September 11, 2001.
Christopher Ashley, Directed by
Conversations With Friends
Episode 5
As Frances and Nick grow closer things become tense between Bobbi and Frances. Bobbi can sense Nick’s
attraction to Frances and becomes frustrated with Frances’s reluctance to talk about it. A visit from
Melissa’s agent raises tensions in the villa.

Lenny Abrahamson, Directed by
Crush
When an aspiring young artist is forced to join her high school track team, she uses it as an opportunity to
pursue the girl she’s been harboring a long-time crush on. But she soon finds herself falling for an
unexpected teammate and discovers what real love feels like.
Sammi Cohen, Directed by

DMZ
Home
Just as she negotiates safe passage out of the DMZ, Alma wrestles with a compelling reason to stay, while
Skel is forced to choose between those he loves.

Ernest Dickerson, Directed by
Dopesick
The People vs. Purdue Pharma
Rick and Randy's criminal investigation now threatens Richard Sackler's empire, activists take action
against Purdue, and Finnix tries to heal his beloved community that's been ravaged by addiction.

Danny Strong, Directed by
Dr. Death
Diplos
Two doctors investigate a series of botched operations at the hands of a fellow surgeon.

Maggie Kiley, Directed by
Dr. Death
Occam's Razor
After a devastating week in the O.R., Duntsch has his privileges suspended pending a drug test. Shughart
fights for an indictment.

So Yong Kim, Directed by
Dr. Death
An Occurrence At Randall Kirby's Sink
In flashback, Duntsch sets up his medical practice in Dallas for the first time as Henderson and Kirby take
extreme measures to stop Duntsch permanently.

Jennifer Morrison, Directed by
The Dropout
Green Juice
As Theranos rapidly expands, Elizabeth's technology struggles to keep pace and members of the board
become increasingly wary of her secretive behaviour; Sunny considers joining the company.

Michael Showalter, Directed by
The Dropout
Iron Sisters
Fresh out of college and newly employed by Theranos, Tyler Schultz and Erika Cheung discover shocking
truths about Elizabeth Holmes and the company. Dr. Richard Fuisz and Dr. Phyllis Gardner work with WSJ
reporter John Carreyrou to build a case against Elizabeth.

Francesca Gregorini, Directed by

1883
1883
The Dutton family embarks on a journey west. James arrives in Texas, where he and his family prepare to
make their way through The Great Plains in search of a new home and the promise of opportunity.

Taylor Sheridan, Directed by
1883
The Fangs Of Freedom
Shea and Thomas cope with the aftermath of the river crossing, but there is little time to grieve and no
shortage of challenges ahead. Elsa and Ennis share a romantic moment.

Christina Alexandra Voros, Directed by
1883
This Is Not Your Heaven
James and Margaret face a heavy decision. Shea and Thomas take bold action to help one of their own.

Ben Richardson, Directed by
The Essex Serpent
The Essex Serpent follows London widow Cora Seaborne (Claire Danes) who moves to Essex to investigate
reports of a mythical serpent. She forms a surprising bond of science and skepticism with the local pastor
(Tom Hiddleston), but when tragedy strikes, locals accuse her of attracting the creature.
Clio Barnard, Directed by
Fallen Angels Murder Club: Friends To Die For
Fallen Angels Murder Club: Friends to Die For follows Hollis Morgan, an ex-con turned amateur sleuth who
sets out to investigate a series of murders at her book club before she becomes the next victim.
Rhonda Baraka, Directed by
The Fallout
Bolstered by new friendships forged under sudden and tragic circumstances, high schooler Vada begins to
reinvent herself, while re-evaluating her relationships with her family, friends and her view of the world.
Megan Park, Directed by
The First Lady
A revelatory reframing of American leadership through the lens of the First Ladies, this series delves deep
into the Ladies' personal and political lives. Exploring everything from their journeys to Washington, family
life, and world-changing political contributions, the impact of the White House's women is no longer hidden
from view.
Susanne Bier, Directed by
Fistful Of Vengeance
A revenge mission becomes a fight to save the world from an ancient threat when superpowered assassin
Kai tracks a killer to Bangkok.
Roel Reiné, Directed by

For You, Paige
In a story inspired by real TikTokers, teenage music nerd Landon collaborates with his best friend Paige, on
a TikTok song inspired by her favorite book series. Landon’s TikTok goes viral, thrusting him into the
spotlight — and leaving Paige behind.
Emily Maltby, Directed by
Maria Goulamhoussen, Directed by
Fresh
Noa (Daisy Edgar-Jones) meets the alluring Steve (Sebastian Stan) at a grocery store and, given her
frustration with dating apps, she takes a chance and gives him her number. After their first date, Noa is
smitten. However, she finds that her new paramour has been hiding some unusual appetites.
Mimi Cave, Directed by
Gaslit
Gaslit is a modern take on the Watergate scandal through the lens of the lesser-known but no-less-key
players involved in the downfall of America’s 37th president. The series shines its light most prominently
on Martha Mitchell (played by Julia Roberts).
Matt Ross, Directed by
The Girl Before
After getting the chance to move into an ultra-minimalist house designed by an enigmatic architect Edward
Monkford, Jane begins to question if her fate will be the same as the woman who lived there before.
Lisa Brühlmann, Directed by
The Girl From Plainville
Blank Spaces
Coco’s last day. Michelle struggles with the future. The Carters and Roys both try to find closure after
tragedy.

Daniel Minahan, Directed by
The Girl From Plainville
Talking Is Healing
The trial begins and a new Michelle emerges. The prosecution lays out Michelle’s involvement in Coco’s
death and Lynn Roy takes the stand. Michelle finds help for her eating disorder while Coco dives deeper
into his depression.

Liz Hannah, Directed by
Gone Mom: The Disappearance Of Jennifer Dulos
The story of Jennifer Dulos, the wealthy, Connecticut mother-of-five who mysteriously vanished during a
contentious custody dispute with her husband Fotis. After she disappeared, Fotis claimed Jennifer staged
her own disappearance. Despite his assertions, Fotis was charged with murder and later committed suicide.
Gail Harvey, Directed by
A Holiday In Harlem
Known for transforming fledgling businesses into moneymakers, executive Jazmin Carter returns to
Harlem, New York, to celebrate Christmas in the neighborhood where she grew up.
Keith Powell, Directed by

The Hot Zone: Anthrax
RMR-1029
With two suspects in question, Ryker’s own beliefs about the case are tested. As pressure from the FBI
rises, Bruce unravels.

Daniel Percival, Directed by
The Housewives Of The North Pole
After years of friendship, a very public falling out leaves housewives Diana and Trish going against each
other in the house decorating competition in North Pole, Vermont.
Ron Oliver, Directed by
I Want You Back
Peter and Emma were on the precipice of life’s biggest moments—marriage, kids, houses in the suburbs—
until their respective partners dumped them. Horrified to learn the loves of their lives had already moved
on, Peter and Emma hatch a hilarious plan to win back their exes with unexpected results.
Jason Orley, Directed by
Impeachment: American Crime Story
Man Handled
The Office of the Independent Counsel ensnares Monica Lewinsky, holding her for 12 traumatizing hours in
a hotel room.

Ryan Murphy, Directed by
Impeachment: American Crime Story
Stand By Your Man
When the president finally admits the truth to the Nation - and to The First Lady.

Rachel Morrison, Directed by
Inventing Anna
The Devil Wore Anna
From a yacht off Ibiza to a suite at Paris Fashion Week, Anna’s glamorous lifestyle comes into focus as her
former friends dish out details to Vivian.

Tom Verica, Directed by
Joe vs Carole
Survival Of The Fittest
Joe gets arrested and, for the first time, comes face-to-face with Carole at his trial.

Justin Tipping, Directed by

Jolt
A bouncer with a slightly murderous anger-management problem that she controls with an electrode-lined
vest goes on a revenge-fueled rampage to find the killer of first guy she's ever fallen for. The cops pursue
her as their chief suspect.
Tanya Wexler, Directed by
The Kings Of Napa
Pilot
The Kings are an aspirational family whose vineyard in Napa has brought them great success. When the
reins to their vineyard are up for grabs, the three King siblings uncover deceptions that threaten to tear
them and their kingdom apart.

Matthew A. Cherry, Directed by
Landscapers
The well-practiced story the Edwards have been telling comes apart, as police conclude that the double
murder of the Wycherleys was motivated by money and greed, and the detectives draw parallels from
tragedies in Christopher’s past to better understand his willingness to sacrifice everything for Susan.
Will Sharpe, Directed by
The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey
Nina
Ptolemy looks to his longtime friend and lawyer to help protect Robyn. A family gathering in Reggie’s honor
brings both healing and confrontation.

Guillermo Navarro, Directed by
The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey
Ptolemy
Ptolemy must settle all scores and make peace with his past—before he loses his memories once and for
all.

Hanelle Culpepper, Directed by
The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey
Reggie
Ptolemy Grey’s memory is getting worse. After learning his grand-nephew is no longer there for him,
Ptolemy’s niece assigns him a new caretaker.

Ramin Bahrani, Directed by
The Last Days Of Ptolemy Grey
Robyn
Kicked out by Niecie, Robyn moves in with Ptolemy and accompanies him to a doctor’s appointment for an
experimental treatment.

Debbie Allen, Directed by

Lisey's Story
Lisey’s Story follows Lisey Landon two years after the death of her husband, novelist Scott Landon. A
series of unsettling events causes Lisey to face memories of her marriage she has deliberately blocked out
of her mind.
Pablo Larraín, Directed by
List Of A Lifetime
After Brenda is diagnosed with breast cancer, she finds her daughter Talia she gave up for adoption. After
meeting, they create a bucket list for Brenda and through their journey, Brenda discovers a meaningful
relationship with Talia she didn’t know she needed, and a reason to fight for her life.
Roxy Shih, Directed by
Love Life
Mia Hines
Marcus Watkins begins to question his marriage as he develops a unique friendship with the magnetic Mia
Hines.

Sam Boyd, Directed by
Madres
Expecting their first child, a Mexican-American couple move to a migrant farming community in 1970's
California where strange symptoms and terrifying visions threaten their new family.
Ryan Zaragoza, Directed by
MAID
Sky Blue
Back at square one, Alex reaches out for a safe harbor and legal lifeline, realizing how much of herself
she’s lost along the way.

John Wells, Directed by
The Manor
After suffering a mild stroke, Judith Albright reluctantly moves into a historic nursing home where she
becomes convinced a supernatural force is killing the residents.
Axelle Carolyn, Directed by
Midnight Mass
The arrival of a charismatic young priest brings glorious miracles, ominous mysteries and renewed
religious fervor to a dying town desperate to believe.
Mike Flanagan, Directed by
Miracle Workers: Oregon Trail
Over The Mountain
The wagon train attempts to cross the Blue Mountains, but Ezekiel worries their journey has been cursed
by God. Meanwhile, Benny tries to make amends with Trig.

Steve Buscemi, Directed by

Miracle Workers: Oregon Trail
White Savior
Benny tries to become a hero to a Native American tribe.

David Blake McClure, Directed by
Modern Love
Am I ...? Maybe This Quiz Will Tell Me
In retrospect, maybe I should have known who I was the first time I went looking for a quiz called 'Am I
gay?' But I didn’t.

Celine Held, Directed by
Logan George, Directed by
Modern Love
How Do You Remember Me?
I don’t remember his last name. He was handsome, with a nice smile and startlingly blue eyes. The sex
was good, I think. We didn’t know each other well. We never would.

Andrew Rannells, Directed by
Modern Love
On A Serpentine Road, With The Top Down
Driving, with the top down, I’m reminded that I too can shift gears, face risk, handle inconvenience — and
survive tragedy. My partner, eyes misting, says: 'You love that car. And your husband was an
extraordinary man.'

John Carney, Directed by
Moon Knight
Asylum
Marc & Steven search through their memories to find their truth or become left behind.

Mohamed Diab, Directed by
Moon Knight
The Tomb
Marc & Steven must find balance as supernatural threats ahead look to stop them.

Justin Benson, Directed by
Aaron Moorhead, Directed by
The Nine Kittens Of Christmas
Zachary and Marilee are thrown back together at Christmas when they're tasked with finding homes for a
litter of adorable kittens. Starring Brandon Routh, Kimberley Sustad and Gregory Harrison.
David Winning, Directed by

The Offer
It's Who We Are
As the production contends with the challenges of filming in Sicily, Ruddy leaves early to help get Evans
back on track. Post-production disputes with Lapidus threaten Coppola’s vision for the edit and Bettye
starts to think about her next move.

Adam Arkin, Directed by
The Offer
A Seat At The Table
After ditching his job at the Rand Corporation for a shot in Hollywood, Al Ruddy wins the job to produce
Mario Puzo’s bestselling novel, “The Godfather” for Paramount Pictures. Joe Colombo, a rising crime boss in
the New York City Mafia, has a darker fate in mind for the picture

Dexter Fletcher, Directed by
Pam & Tommy
I Love You, Tommy
Pamela Anderson and Tommy Lee meet, get high, and get married all in four days.

Craig Gillespie, Directed by
Pam & Tommy
The Master Beta
Pam and Tommy resort to increasingly desperate measures to get their property back.

Lake Bell, Directed by
Pam & Tommy
Pamela In Wonderland
During a grueling deposition, Pam is pushed to the emotional brink.

Hannah Fidell, Directed by
Pam & Tommy
Seattle
Pam and Tommy attempt to patch their lives back together as the tape gets onto the internet. Tommy tries
to get the band back together but struggles to entertain the mid-90s crowds. Pam applies for more movie
roles.

Gwyneth Horder-Payton, Directed by
Pistol
Pistol is a six-episode limited series about a rock and roll revolution.
Danny Boyle, Directed by

The Premise
Butt Plug
A once-poor child of immigrants who has now become one of the world’s richest men presents a chance at
redemption to his former school bully: an uninterrupted hour with his board of directors to pitch a very
specific product.

Jake Schreier, Directed by
The Premise
The Commenter
A young woman with a happy life and loving partner becomes obsessed with a critical anonymous
comment online, eventually upending her life in a quest for the commenter’s approval.

Darya Zhuk, Directed by
The Premise
Moment Of Silence
After losing his daughter to gun violence, a grieving father pursues a new job as a PR director at the
National Gun Lobby, where he’s befriended by a coworker (Boyd Holbrook) who starts to suspect the man’s
motives may be far more dangerous than they seem.

B.J. Novak, Directed by
Psych 3: This Is Gus
In preparation for a shotgun wedding before the birth of Baby Guster, Shawn (James Roday Rodriguez)
and Groomzilla Gus (Dulé Hill) go rogue in an attempt to track down Selene’s (Jazmyn Simon) estranged
husband, as Lassiter (Timothy Omundson) grapples with the future of his career.
Steve Franks, Directed by
The Pursuit Of Love
The Pursuit of Love follows the friendship between cousins Linda and Fanny, which will be put to the test as
Fanny settles for a steady life and Linda decides to follow her heart.
Emily Mortimer, Directed by
Ray Donovan: The Movie
A showdown decades in the making brings the Donovan family legacy full circle. As the events that made
Ray who he is today finally come to light, the Donovans find themselves drawn back to Boston to face the
past.
David Hollander, Directed by
Reba McEntire's Christmas In Tune
Years after their personal and professional breakup, the singing duo of Georgia (Reba McEntire) and Joe
Winter (John Schneider) agree to reunite after their daughter, Belle (Candice King), asks them to
participate in a Christmas Charity concert, only to find themselves getting back in tune on stage and off.
Emily Moss Wilson, Directed by

Reno 911!: The Hunt For QAnon
On a mission to track down the one and only Q, the one behind all QAnon conspiracies, Reno 911!: The
Hunt For QAnon follows the deputies from the Reno Sheriff’s Department as they get stuck at a QAnon
convention at sea, ultimately escaping only to land at Jeffrey Epstein’s island.
Robert Ben Garant, Directed by
Roar
The Woman Who Returned Her Husband
A woman (Meera Syal) returns her husband. Literally.

Quyen Tran, Directed by
Roar
The Woman Who Was Fed By A Duck
A woman (Merritt Wever) is fed by a duck. Emotionally.

Liz Flahive, Directed by
Safe Room
Safe Room centers on widow Lila Jackson and her autistic son Ian. After Ian accidentally witnesses and
records a murder, Lila becomes embroiled in a deadly struggle to protect her son. Locked in a panic room,
they must use all of their strength and intelligence to survive a home invasion.
Boris Kodjoe, Directed by
Scenes From A Marriage
The Illiterates
With her life falling apart after her boyfriend leaves and then losing her job, Mira tries to reconcile with
Jonathan, exploring the root of their connection through sex. Ultimately, things between them end up
violently and angrily, as Jonathan still pushes her to sign the divorce papers.

Hagai Levi, Directed by
The Shrink Next Door
The Verdict
Series finale. Marty confronts Dr. Ike about his behavior and tries to reconnect with the life he left behind.

Jesse Peretz, Directed by
The Sky Is Everywhere
17-year-old Lennie Walker, a radiant musical prodigy, struggles with overwhelming grief following the
sudden loss of her older sister, Bailey. Through her vivid imagination and honest, conflicted heart, Lennie
navigates first love and first loss to create a song of her own.
Josephine Decker, Directed by

The Staircase
911
In 2001, author and aspiring local politician Michael Peterson is charged with murder after the suspicious
death of his wife Kathleen.

Antonio Campos, Directed by
Station Eleven
Unbroken Circle
Kirsten sets in motion her plan to free the Traveling Symphony, while Miranda tries to live the right life.

Jeremy Podeswa, Directed by
Station Eleven
Wheel Of Fire
After renowned actor Arthur Leander tragically collapses onstage, Jeevan Chaudhary and young Kirsten
Raymonde have a chance meeting – and soon face an important decision that could save their lives.

Hiro Murai, Directed by
Station Eleven
Who's There?
A post apocalyptic saga spanning multiple timelines, telling the stories of survivors of a devastating flu as
they attempt to rebuild and reimagine the world anew while holding on to the best of what's been lost.

Helen Shaver, Directed by
Super Pumped: The Battle For Uber
Same Last Name
Gurley and his backers present Travis with an ultimatum that will change the course of the company
forever. Travis searches the city for supporters to rally in his defense. The two men go head-to-head in a
final, last-ditch battle for Uber. Season finale.

Zetna Fuentes, Directed by
The Survivor
The true story of Harry Haft, who after being sent to Auschwitz, survived not only the unspeakable horrors
of the camp, but the gladiatorial boxing spectacle he was forced to perform with fellow prisoners for his
captor’s amusement. Haft’s driven by his quest to reunite with the woman he loves.
Barry Levinson, Directed by
Swimming With Sharks
Chapter 4
Joyce and Lou spend the day at Joyce's beach house, where things get personal and kinky, Marty is tasked
with getting dog food and botches this simple task--or was he set up? And Lou uses a clandestine
recording of a phone call to her advantage.

Tucker Gates, Directed by

Switched Before Birth
Switched Before Birth follows two strangers (Justina Machado and Skyler Samuels) whose paths intersect
and become forever intertwined following their IVF procedures. The film delves into the complicated
subject of the federally underregulated fertility industry.
Elisabeth Rohm, Directed by
The Thing About Pam
She's A Good Friend
Pilot episode that sets in motion the dramatized retelling of Betsy Faria's murder. Renée Zellweger
embodies the outsized personality of Pam Hupp as the show reveals her diabolical scheme to manipulate
those around her.

Scott Winant, Directed by
The Thing About Pam
She’s A Killer
Pam goes to shocking and absurd extremes to extricate herself from the web of lies she has spun. Some
measure of justice, redemption and hope is finally found.

Adam Kane, Directed by
Three Months
Caleb, a South Florida teen, loves his camera, his weed and his grandmother. On the eve of his high school
graduation, everything changes when he’s exposed to HIV. While he waits three months for his results,
Caleb finds love in the most unlikely of places in this coming-of-age comedy-drama.
Jared Frieder, Directed by
Time
Sean Bean and Stephen Graham star in this depiction of prison life in the modern British penal system. The
series follows an inmate and an officer, both trapped by mistakes that any one of us could have made.
Lewis Arnold, Directed by
True Story
Chapter 1: The King Of Comedy
High off success, The Kid launches a comedy tour in his hometown, but a reunion with his brother and an
afterparty lead to a more sobering reality.

Stephen Williams, Directed by
Two Sentence Horror Stories
Crush
Living amongst their hoard of forgotten memories, elderly twin sisters Mabel and Jane are at each other’s
throats until they find a common enemy.

Kailey Spear, Directed by
Sam Spear, Directed by

Two Sentence Horror Stories
Plant Life
A technology-addicted man receives a strange plant from his boyfriend, but soon experiences disturbing
changes to his mind and body as the plant takes root in his apartment.

Vera Miao, Directed by
Two Sentence Horror Stories
Toxic
A group of high school friends enjoy one last party in the “Woods of the Damned” until a prank goes
horribly wrong.

Chase Joynt, Directed by
Under The Banner Of Heaven
Blood Atonement
As the details of the murders become clear, Pyre and Taba embark on an interstate manhunt, hoping to
catch the killers before they complete their list of those to be “blood atoned.”

Thomas Schlamme, Directed by
Under The Banner Of Heaven
Church And State
The investigation intensifies after Pyre uncovers details of the Lafferty family's fundamentalist beliefs
rooted in founder Joseph Smith's revelations leaving Pyre at odds with his own church leaders.

Courtney Hunt, Directed by
Under The Banner Of Heaven
One Mighty And Strong
With evidence now pointing squarely toward fundamentalist Mormonism, Pyre turns to LDS Church leaders
for guidance but is met with roadblocks. Undeterred, he discovers a list of names Brenda’s killers plan to
murder next.

Dustin Lance Black, Directed by
Under The Banner Of Heaven
Revelation
New details emerge about Brenda’s attempt to reckon with some of the Lafferty family’s most extreme
members and beliefs, as Pyre and Taba hunt for those who killed Brenda before they can kill again.

Isabel Sandoval, Directed by
The Valet
Movie star Olivia faces a PR disaster when a paparazzi snaps a photo of her with her married lover,
Vincent. The hard-working valet Antonio accidentally appears in the same photo and is enlisted to pose as
Olivia's new boyfriend as a cover up.
Richard Wong, Directed by

A Very British Scandal
A Very British Scandal explores the legal case of the marriage and divorce of the Duke (Paul Bettany) and
Duchess of Argyll (Claire Foy). Vilified by the press and the judiciary, the Duchess’s fall from grace was
relished by British society.
Anne Sewitsky, Directed by
The Voyeurs
A young couple find themselves becoming interested in the sex life of their neighbors across the street.
What starts as an innocent curiosity turns into an unhealthy obsession, after they discover that one
neighbor is cheating. Temptation and desire cause their lives to become tangled together leading to deadly
consequences.
Michael Mohan, Directed by
The Waltons' Homecoming
Set in 1933, The Waltons' Homecoming is told through the eyes of John Boy. When a storm threatens John
Sr.’s arrival on Christmas Eve, Olivia sends John Boy out into the night to find his daddy - a journey that
will change John Boy's life forever.
Lev L. Spiro, Directed by
We Own This City
Jenkins preaches the merits of solid police work; but takes liberties with his squad. Jensen and Sieracki
interrogate Gondo about his connections. An overdose in Harford County leads McDougall and Kilpatrick to
a city drug market. Steele researches cops with reputations. Suiter is assigned his first case in homicide.
Reinaldo Marcus Green, Directed by
WeCrashed
Fortitude
Chaos at WeWork sends the Neumanns on a retreat to the west coast. Concerns grow about Adam's
leadership. Rebekah finds a new focus.

Tinge Krishnan, Directed by
WeCrashed
This Is Where It Begins
Adam Neumann is a young entrepreneur finding his path in the business world when he meets Rebekah,
who inspires him to launch a company.

John Requa, Directed by
Glenn Ficarra, Directed by
The White Lotus
The social satire set at an exclusive Hawaiian resort that follows the vacations of various hotel guests as
they relax and rejuvenate in paradise. With each passing day, a darker complexity emerges in these
picture-perfect travelers, the hotel’s cheerful employees, and the idyllic locale itself.
Mike White, Directed by

Why Didn't They Ask Evans?
Lucy Boynton and Will Poulter star in this adaptation of the 1934 Agatha Christie novel. The limited series
follows two amateur sleuths as they set out to find the meaning behind a dead man's mysterious final
words.
Hugh Laurie, Directed by
The Woman In The House Across The Street From The Girl In The Window
Mixing wine, pills, casseroles and an overactive imagination, Anna obsesses over a hunky neighbor across
the street and witnesses a murder. Or did she?
Michael Lehmann, Directed by
Women Of The Movement
The Last Word
After the verdict is reached and the story becomes international news, a movement begins – and Mamie
Till-Mobley fights to defend Emmett’s legacy.

Kasi Lemmons, Directed by
Women Of The Movement
Manhunt
A historic trial begins, and on the eve of her testimony, Mamie must face the three people responsible for
her son’s murder, while also facing some ugly truths in the Jim Crow South.

Julie Dash, Directed by
Women Of The Movement
Mother And Son
Mamie Till Mobley, a young mother living a simple life in Chicago, begrudgingly lets her adventurous 14year-old son, Emmett, go on vacation with his great uncle and cousins to Mississippi. Days after his arrival,
tragedy strikes and Mamie is faced with a mother’s worst nightmare when her son goes missing.

Gina Prince-Bythewood, Directed by
Women Of The Movement
Only Skin
After receiving the call that her son was kidnapped by white men in Mississippi, Mamie rallies her
community in Chicago to bring Emmett home. As a result, Mamie is thrust into the spotlight while facing
unimaginable tragedy.

Tina Mabry, Directed by
Zoey's Extraordinary Christmas
Zoey’s Extraordinary Christmas is a musical dramedy film following the Clarke family’s first holiday
together after their beloved patriarch Mitch has passed away. Zoey attempts to recreate the perfect "Mitch
Christmas,” but finds that walking a mile in her father’s shoes is a lot more complicated than she ever
imagined.
Richard Shepard, Directed by

End of Category

Outstanding Directing For A Variety Series
A Black Lady Sketch Show
Save My Edges, I'm A Donor!
Beauty enthusiasts conduct an epic product purge; Dr. Haddassah relives childhood trauma; A woman
pitches a ridiculous medical drama to Ava DuVernay; “Hidden Figures” rivals crack time travel; A track
coach uses magic; A heckler derails Keisha’s comedy act; Robin, Ashley, Gabrielle and Skye wake up to an
apocalyptic nightmare.

Bridget Stokes, Directed by
The Daily Show With Trevor Noah
Trevor And Terry Crews Take On Social Media's Lack Of Nuance
Trevor celebrates Dr. Fauci’s announcement that America’s “pandemic phase” is over and Delta’s move to
pay flight attendants during boarding; Dulcé Sloan calls the cops on white people in “Black Karen”; and
Terry Crews discusses overcoming childhood trauma, the lack of nuance in social media, and his new
memoir, “Tough.”

David Paul Meyer, Directed by
Desus & Mero
Plain Slice
Desus Nice and The Kid Mero go in on the news and cultural stories from the past week. Plus,
correspondents Rainey and Tawanda see whether Desus & Mero can tell if strangers on the street are really
from New York. Illustrious guest: Denzel Washington. Season premiere.

Dave Drusky, Directed by
Full Frontal With Samantha Bee
Episode 6190
Full Frontal presents RwandaVision! Fresh from her COVID vaccinations, Samantha Bee travels to Rwanda
to deliver an entire Rwanda-themed episode that attempts to combat the historically racist portrayal of
Africa in Western media while highlighting Rwanda's grassroots conservation efforts.

Razan Ghalayini, Directed by
Full Frontal With Samantha Bee
Episode 7211
Full Frontal dives into Tucker Carlson’s new docuseries, Sam travels to Nevada to investigate why millions
of our tax dollars are spent on wild horses, and UPSAHL stops by before her world tour to perform her
revenge hit "Lunatic."

André Allen, Directed by
Hart To Heart
Don Cheadle
The comic book universe stops by the wine cellar when Don Cheadle sits down with his close friend; Don
opens up about his evolution as an aspiring jazz musician and his theater work early in his career.

Leslie Small, Directed by

Jimmy Kimmel Live!
Late Night April Fools’ Day Prank; Jimmy Kimmel And Jimmy Fallon Swap Shows
For April Fools’ Day, the Jimmys secretly switched shows. After months of confidential planning, Fallon
came to Hollywood to host Jimmy Kimmel Live and Kimmel went to NY to host The Tonight Show. Both
pranked fans for “take a photo with Jimmy” and Fallon and Timberlake recited Sweet Tweets.

Andy Fisher, Directed by
Last Week Tonight With John Oliver
Union Busting
Main Story: John Oliver discusses union busting, and why companies who do it face so few consequences;
plus, an update on the insurrection.

Paul Pennolino, Directed by
Christopher Werner, Directed by
The Late Late Show With James Corden
The 1,000th Episode
The Late Late Show welcomes special guests Tom Cruise, Mariah Carey and BTS to celebrate its 1,000th
episode, and James and the staff look back at some favorite moments, from carpools with Michelle Obama
and Paul McCartney to pranking David Beckham to role calls with Tom Hanks.

Tim Mancinelli, Directed by
Glenn F. Clements, Directed by
Late Night With Seth Meyers
Episode 1252
On the 40th anniversary of Late Night, Seth welcomes first ever Late Night host David Letterman to talk
about the legacy of Late Night and reflect on the responsibility of hosting. Counting Crows’ Adam Duritz
performs “A Long December”.

Alexander J. Vietmeier, Directed by
The Late Show With Stephen Colbert
Artistic Musical Performance By Chance The Rapper; Monologue: Ukraine & Russian War, January 6
Committee Evidence On Trump & Donald Jr.; Guest Beanie Feldstein
This episode features an art-inspired musical performance of “Child of God” by Chance the Rapper with a
small orchestra and several back-up singers. The rapper showcased the track seated in front of a large
painting by artist Naila Opiangah as the lyrics popped up on the screen.

Jim Hoskinson, Directed by
PAUSE With Sam Jay
N.A.H.S.O.N.
Sam learns how to navigate bureaucracy like a rich white man instead of a broke “Black b****” and live
above the political clouds without government institutions determining her health or her safety.

Jamaal "Jams" Parham, Directed by
Bashan "Bash" Aquart, Directed by

Real Time With Bill Maher
Season 20, Episode 7
Guests: Kenneth Branagh - Writer, director, producer of "Belfast"; Batya Ungar-Sargon - Deputy Opinion
Editor of Newsweek and author of "Bad News: How Woke Media Is Undermining Democracy"; Frank Bruni Professor of the Practice of Journalism & Public Policy at Duke and author of the NYT bestselling book

Paul G. Casey, Directed by
Ridiculousness
Halloween 1
Rob Dyrdek shows us some of the funniest videos with two of his friends.

Michael Simon, Directed by
Saturday Night Live
Host: Billie Eilish
Billie does double duty as host and musical guest. Parodies include Dr. Fauci inviting the CDC to improvise
holiday scenes involving coronavirus; a typical scroll through Tik Tok; a hip hop church nativity scene and
Billie playing a Peggy Lee type character as she sings about meeting Santa.

Don Roy King, Directed by
Liz Patrick, Directed by
Tha God's Honest Truth With Charlamagne Tha God
Is Capitalism CAP?
Charlamagne Tha God asks if capitalism is sustainable, Dr. Claud Anderson talks about building wealth
within the Black community, Kevin Hart chats about his new series "True Story," and investment expert
Ian Dunlap discusses financial literacy.

Shanta Fripp, Directed by
That Damn Michael Che
Join The Club
Che attempts to be a good Samaritan on the subway – then manages the fallout. The tables are turned on
an inmate during a scared straight session. Two detectives test a new interrogation approach on a
reluctant witness.

Alice Mathias, Directed by
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon
Show 1571
The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon invited guests Matthew McConaughey and Alana Haim. Jimmy and
Matthew perform a holiday song celebrating all the things people have missed over the past two years and
gathering safely with families for the holidays, featuring special guests HAIM. Niko Moon performed “No
Sad Songs”.

Rik Reinholdtsen, Directed by

True Story With Ed And Randall
Rick
In 1970s Pittsburgh, a steelworker and his brothers drive to Miami to sneak into the Super Bowl.

Jordan Rubin, Directed by
Watch What Happens Live With Andy Cohen
Anderson Cooper
Andy Cohen hosts guest Anderson Cooper. The duo participated in the first-ever “AC2lympics,” competing
against each other to see who was the best at reading teleprompter copy, and Anderson was quizzed on
Vanderbilt family history by the ghost of his ancestor, Cornelius Vanderbilt.

Rocco Flammia III, Directed by
Ziwe
Critical Race Theory
Ziwe explores the controversy surrounding Critical Race Theory with media juggernaut Charlamagne Tha
God and then hosts a PTA meeting with parents adamantly against CRT. Featuring iconic special guests
Amandla Stenberg, Larry Owens, Jocelyn Bioh, Nore Davis and Ike Ufomadu. Season premiere.

Zoey Martinson, Directed by

End of Category

Outstanding Directing For A Variety Special
Adele: One Night Only
Adele One Night Only, with Oprah Winfrey, saw Adele performing her new album alongside classic hits at
the Griffith Park Observatory in front of a star studded audience. The icon also sat with Oprah to discuss
her life and stories behind her music.
Paul Dugdale, Directed by
Ali Wong: Don Wong
In her stand-up special, Ali Wong reveals her wildest fantasies, the challenges of monogamy and how she
really feels about single people.
Nahnatchka Khan, Directed by
Aziz Ansari: Nightclub Comedian
After another year of lockdowns, Aziz takes the stage to skewer pandemic life, quarantines, vaccine cards,
celebrity side-gigs, smartphones and more.
Aziz Ansari, Directed by
Billie Eilish (Prime Day Show)
Billie brings a timeless, Parisian neighborhood to life with a series of cinematic performances, set in the
city known as the birthplace of cinema.
Sam Wrench, Directed by
Billie Eilish, Directed by
Carole King & James Taylor: Just Call Out My Name
Singer-songwriters Carole King and James Taylor reflect on their five decades of collaboration and
friendship in this concert documentary feature.
Frank Marshall, Directed by
Catherine Cohen: The Twist...? She's Gorgeous
In this sparkling cocktail of standup and song, Catherine Cohen serenades about looking for love, the
absurdity of marathons and burying someone alive.
Steve Brill, Directed by
Chris Distefano: Speshy Weshy
Fueled by six martinis and a sold-out crowd, comedian Chris Distefano talks getting yelled at on social
media and why he's waiting for his dad to die.
Mike Lavin, Directed by
The 55th Annual CMA Awards
The CMA Awards returns to the Bridgestone Arena for the most prestigious night in country music. Luke
Bryan hosts.
Alan Carter, Directed by

2022 CMT Music Awards
Kelsea Ballerini, Kane Brown and Anthony Mackie host country music’s fan-voted awards show as the
biggest names in music and entertainment gather in downtown Nashville to celebrate an epic year in
country music with iconic performances, special tributes and more.
Dave Diomedi, Directed by
The Daily Show With Trevor Noah Presents: Jordan Klepper Fingers The Globe - Hungary For
Democracy
This special documents Jordan Klepper’s journey from CPAC to Hungary to find out why the Hungarian
right-wing government has become American conservatives’ latest obsession. Is the only country in the EU
labeled “partly free” really the future of American democracy? Jordan travels to this alt-right paradise to
finger Hungary’s pulse.
Ian Berger, Writer
Dave Chappelle: The Closer
As he closes out his slate of comedy specials, Dave takes the stage to try and set the record straight —
and get a few things off his chest.
Stan Lathan, Directed by
David Cross: I'm From The Future
I'm From The Future was recorded in front of a live audience in Brooklyn, NY in November 2021.
David Cross, Directed by
Dragging The Classics: The Brady Bunch
Dragging The Classics: The Brady Bunch reunites The Brady Bunch original cast members alongside
RuPaul’s Drag Race favorites as they recreate the episode, “Will the Real Jan Brady Please Stand Up?” for
an innovative event that uses state-of-the-art technology to transport the cast into the original Brady
house.
Lynda Tarryk, Directed by
drew michael: red blue green
Drew Michael airs his issues with relationships, social media, and jokes from his own life experiences.
Filmed in Chicago, Drew delivers his unabashed style of comedy, navigating his thoughts on his childhood
hearing loss, relationships and breakups, fears of intimacy, and more.
Drew Michael, Directed by
Frank Ferrante's Groucho
The filmed show with music, improvisation, story-telling and audience interaction celebrates the style and
spirit of comedian Groucho Marx whose irreverent humor continues to influence artists today.
Dreya Weber, Directed by
Good Timing With Jo Firestone
During her weekly class at the Greenwich House Senior Center, comedian Jo Firestone teaches comedy to a
group of seniors who prove to be more provocative, political and unfiltered on-stage than off.
Julie Miller, Directed by

H.E.R. (Prime Day Show)
In a modern day musical tribute to the Dunbar Hotel, H.E.R. imagines what the legendary Los Angeles
establishment that once was known as the hub of Black excellence would be like if it existed in 2021.
child., Directed by
The Hall: Honoring George Carlin, Robin Williams, Joan Rivers And Richard Pryor
The inaugural edition of The Hall, a first-of-its-kind hall of fame located at the National Comedy Center in
New York. The tribute show highlights comedians who were trailblazers and hilarious provocateurs who
paved the way for an entire generation of comedians.
Marty Callner, Directed by
Happier Than Ever: A Love Letter To Los Angeles
This special features Billie Eilish in a cinematic concert experience. Fresh off the heels of her brand new
album, "Happier than Ever," this special will feature an intimate performance of every song in the album's
sequential order from the stage of the Hollywood Bowl.
Robert Rodriguez, Directed by
Patrick Osborne, Directed by
Harry Potter 20th Anniversary: Return To Hogwarts
Taking fans on a magical first-person journey through one of the most beloved film franchises of all time,
cast members and filmmakers reunite to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the first Harry Potter film, Harry
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.
Casey Patterson, Directed by
Joe Pearlman, Directed by
23rd Annual A Home For The Holidays At The Grove
A special with inspirational stories of several American families with performances of Justin Bieber, Kane
Brown, Alessia Cara and Darren Criss.
Michael Simon, Directed by
In Performance At The White House: Spirit Of The Season
The First Family welcome a diverse roster of artists to perform songs in historic White House rooms —
including the East Room, the State Dining Room, and the Blue Room, home of the Official White House
Christmas tree.
Toré Livia, Directed by
Jerrod Carmichael: Rothaniel
Taped before a live audience at The Blue Note Jazz Club in NYC, Jerrod Carmichael gives his signature
sharp, subversive takes on a range of subjects including race, politics, family, and secrets.
Bo Burnham, Directed by
Jim Gaffigan: Comedy Monster
Comedy icon Jim Gaffigan offers some thoughts on the hot mess that was 2021, as well as his takes on
marching bands, billionaires in space and more.
Jim Gaffigan, Directed by

Jimmy Carr: His Dark Material
Jimmy Carr finds humor in the darkest of places in this stand-up special that features his dry, sardonic wit
— and some jokes he calls “career enders."
Brian Klein, Directed by
John Legend: Bigger Love Global Experience
John Legend delivers an iconic performance during his 2021 "Bigger Love Tour" stop in Phoenix, Arizona,
captured in cinematic style for a global viewing audience.
Vincent Adam Paul, Director
Katt Williams: World War III
Katt Williams returns to deliver the unfiltered truth and hilariously breaks down conspiracy theories in his
new comedy special World War III.
Katt Williams, Directed by
Kelly Clarkson Presents: When Christmas Comes Around
Kelly Clarkson Presents: When Christmas Comes Around features original songs and classics. Brett
Eldredge, Ariana Grande, Jay Leno, Melissa McCarthy, Leslie Odom Jr., Amy Poehler and everyday heroes
were featured guests.
Joe Terry, Directed by
Live In Front Of A Studio Audience: "The Facts Of Life" And "Diff'rent Strokes"
A re-creation of classic episodes of "The Facts of Life" and "Diff'rent Strokes."
James Burrows, Directed by
Andy Fisher, Directed by
Marlon Wayans: You Know What It Is
Marlon Wayans explores his greatest fears and everyday anxieties – from his daughter’s prom night to
outie belly buttons – in this boldly personal stand-up special.
Troy Miller, Directed by
Michael Bublé's Christmas In The City
Michael Bublé returns to NBC to celebrate the 10th anniversary of his album “Christmas" with a new
holiday special. “Michael Bublé’s Christmas in the City” presents a mix of comedy, music and, of course, the
spirit of Christmas, all from Studio 8H in Rockefeller Center.
Liz Patrick, Directed by
Mike Epps: Indiana Mike
Mike Epps returns to his native Indianapolis and reflects on his days as a bad baller and worse drug dealer,
as well as fond memories of his parents.
Alfonso Johnson, Directed by
Miley Cyrus Presents Stand By You
Miley Cyrus returns to the stage to celebrate Pride Month with a concert special from the legendary Ryman
Auditorium in Nashville -- featuring Maren Morris, Brothers Osborne, Orville Peck, Little Big Town and
Mickey Guyton, the most iconic Pride anthems of all time and a whole lot of sparkle.
Miley Cyrus, Directed by
Paul Dugdale, Directed by

Miley's New Year's Eve Party Hosted By Miley Cyrus And Pete Davidson
Miley Cyrus and Pete Davidson host a countdown to the new year -- live from Miami, Fla. -- with special
musical performances, comedy sketches, and surprise guests.
Joseph Demaio, Directed by
Mo Amer: Mohammed In Texas
In his hometown of Houston, Mo Amer takes on pandemic panic, disappointing Bradley Cooper, hummus
appropriation and the subtle art of cursing in Arabic.
Jay Chapman, Directed by
Moses Storm: Trash White
Moses Storm’s debut special melds visual and storytelling elements, and has Storm weaving drum tight
jokes atop a hand-built stage. Trash White is a heartbreakingly honest portrait of what it feels like to grow
up poor in America.
Lance Bangs, Directed by
Moses Storm, Directed by
Ms. Pat: Y’all Wanna Hear Something Crazy?
Ms. Pat finds laughter in the absurdities of parenting, pet lovers and very unfortunate lip trends as she
unpacks a painful past with humor and honesty.
Robert Townsend, Directed by
National Christmas Tree Lighting
LL Cool J rings in the holiday season hosting The National Christmas Tree Lighting with the President of the
United States, featuring a star-studded lineup of holiday performances by Billy Porter, Chris Stapleton,
H.E.R., Juanes, Keb’ Mo’, Kristin Chenoweth, Maren Morris and Patti LaBelle.
Leon Knoles, Directed by
NFL Honors
Hosted by Keegan-Michael Key, the 11th Annual NFL Honors is an awards presentation by the National
Football League that honors its players from the 2021 NFL season.
Gregg Gelfand, Directed by
Nicole Byer: BBW (Big Beautiful Weirdo)
Karens gone wild. Cat funerals. Trying to hook up during lockdown. Nicole Byer gets delightfully down and
dirty in her comedy special.
Betsy Thomas, Directed by
94th Oscars Nominations
Announcements of the nominees for the 94th Academy Awards.
Jonathan X., Directed by

Norm Macdonald: Nothing Special
In 2020, Norm performed his comedy special alone in his living room. He did it in one take. Following the
special is a conversation with Adam Sandler, Conan O'Brien, Dave Chappelle, David Letterman, David
Spade and Molly Shannon who discuss their friend Norm and his lasting impact on comedy.
Norm Macdonald, Directed by
Jeff Tomsic, Directed by
Olympic Dreams Featuring Jonas Brothers
The Jonas Brothers are ready to prove they have what it takes to compete at an Olympic level. Joe, Kevin
and Nick are trained by Team USA's best athletes as they compete against their biggest rivals - each other.
Alex Van Wagner, Directed by
One Last Time: An Evening With Tony Bennett & Lady Gaga
A live concert special honoring the musical legacy and enduring friendship of Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga.
Filmed at Radio City Music Hall celebrating Bennett's 95th birthday, the entertainers perform duets and
solos from the Great American Songbook to honor their 10-year musical partnership.
Alex Coletti, Directed by
The Oscars
A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, featuring 23 awards categories from
Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including Lupita Nyong’o, Anthony Hopkins, Samuel L.
́ , Reba McEntire, Billie Eilish and Finneas.
Jackson, Lady Gaga and performances by Beyonce
Glenn Weiss, Directed by
People's Choice Awards
People’s Choice Awards celebrate all forms of entertainment, chosen solely by the fans -- For the People,
By The People.
Ryan Polito, Directed by
The Pepsi Super Bowl LVI Halftime Show Starring Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Mary J. Blige, Eminem,
Kendrick Lamar And 50 Cent
The Pepsi Super Bowl LVI Halftime Show starred Dr. Dre, Snoop Dogg, Mary J. Blige, Eminem, Kendrick
Lamar and 50 Cent. The show's set list included—California Love, In Da Club, No More Drama, Alright, Lose
Yourself and Still D.R.E.
Hamish Hamilton, Directed by
Ricky Gervais: Supernature
Ricky Gervais gives his take on the rules of comedy, spoiling his cats and how super actual nature is in his
stand-up special.
John L. Spencer, Directed by
Ricky Velez: Here's Everything
Comedian and actor Ricky Velez bares it all with his down-to-earth perspective in his comedy special in
which he delivers a hilarious set integral to his Queens, NY upbringing.
Michael Bonfiglio, Directed by

2021 Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony
Celebrating legendary artists' inductions and featuring moments like Dave Chappelle inducting Jay Z; Paul
McCartney inducting and performing with Foo Fighters; Taylor Swift inducting Carole King; Drew Barrymore
inducting Go Go’s; Angela Bassett inducting Tina Turner; Dr. Dre inducting LL Cool J; and Eminem and
JLO's surprise performance with LL.
Joel Gallen, Directed by
Ronny Chieng: Speakeasy
Ronny Chieng shares his rage at online critics, gratitude for nerds, bewilderment with irrational skeptics
and unique cure for racism in this special.
Sebastian DiNatale, Directed by
Roy Wood Jr.: Imperfect Messenger
Roy Wood Jr. discusses the difference between "ancestors" and "forefathers," why Leonardo DiCaprio is the
greatest white ally ever and how celebrities use fame to get people out of prison.
C. Craig Patterson, Directed by
Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 3
Rihanna’s Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 3 is an immersive fashion experience that combines fashion, dance,
and music with iconic architecture and unforgettable performances. Featuring an all-star cast debuting the
latest Savage X Fenty styles.
Alex Rudzinski, Directed by
28th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards
In a return to awards season, the 28th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards® brought together the biggest
names in film and television to celebrate the outstanding performances of the year - giving us reunions and
Helen Mirren, who received the SAG Life Achievement honor.
Sandra Restrepo, Directed by
SORRY
Louis CK’s newest stand up comedy special filmed live at the Hulu Theater in New York City.
Louis C.K., Directed by
Step Into…The Movies With Derek And Julianne Hough
Choreographers and professional dancers Derek Hough and Julianne Hough recreate the most legendary
cinematic performances.
RJ Durell, Directed by
Nick Florez, Directed by
Storytellers Brooks & Dunn
Kix Brooks and Ronnie Dunn share the stories behind the songs and give viewers an inside look at the
creative chemistry that makes Brooks & Dunn one of the most revered bands in modern country music
history.
Lauren F Quinn, Directed by

Taylor Tomlinson: Look At You
Breakups. Therapy. Bangs. Taylor's gone through some stuff since her quarter-life crisis, and she spins her
mental health journey into insightful comedy.
Kristian Mercado, Directed by
Theo Von: Regular People
Comedian and podcaster Theo Von holds court with some wild tales about "regular people" from his smalltown life in this stand-up special.
Lloyd Stanton, Directed by
Paul Toogood, Directed by
20 Years Of Christmas With The Tabernacle Choir
In this two-hour retrospective, Brian Stokes Mitchell returns to the Conference Center in Salt Lake City to
remember twenty years of inspiring Christmas concerts by The Tabernacle Choir and Orchestra at Temple
Square. The program features 40+ guest artists and excerpts from 60+ songs, carols, and stories.
David Warner, Directed by
Verdi's Requiem: The Met Remembers 9/11(Great Performances)
In commemoration of the 20th anniversary of 9/11, the Metropolitan Opera presented a stirring
performance of Verdi’s Requiem, conducted by Music Director Yannick Nézet-Séguin and featuring soprano
Ailyn Pérez, mezzo-soprano Michelle DeYoung, tenor Matthew Polenzani, and bass-baritone Eric Owens.
Misty Copeland hosted live from the National September 11 Memorial.
Gary Halvorson, Directed by
The Weeknd + The Dawn FM Experience
Enter the experience of Dawn FM as The Weeknd performs his latest album live in a theatrically unsettled
and unnerving world.
Micah Bickham, Directed by
The Wonderful World Of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration
The Wonderful World of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration kicks off the holidays from the parks with
hosts, Ariana Debose, Derek Hough and Julianne Hough…with holiday performances by Chance the Rapper,
Gwen Stefani, Norah Jones, Brett Eldredge, Kristin Chenoweth, and Darren Criss…plus special guests,
family features and a few magical reveals.
Sam Wrench, Directed by
Yearly Departed
An all-star lineup of women bids a raucous farewell to 2021. Hosted by Yvonne Orji and featuring a musical
performance by Alessia Cara, Yearly Departed roasts and toasts all we are leaving behind from Hot Vaxx
Summer to Zoom.
Linda Mendoza, Directed by

End of Category

